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BISHOP BECKWITH BETHEL COLLEGE KILLED BY A MOLE FELL OM A FENCE JAPANESE LOSE

TWO VESSELS.

DELIVERS A DISCOURSE COMMENCEMENT EXER- FATE OF A NECRO NEAR AND SUSTAINED FATAL
CISES TONICHT.
CARRETTSBURC.
INJURIES.
ON CONFIRMATION.
lk
Cruisers Collide in Fog and One SinKs...
Large Class! Sas Confirmed Dr. Mullins Will Deliver the Caught Foot In Trace Chain Macedonia Matters Tersely
ipaccalaureate Address
and Was Dragged to
Told.—Some Happenings
silh
'
s Last Night at Grace
c\ Tuesday Evening.
Death.
"At Sinking Fork.
Church.
it S.,

Battleship Destroyed While Removing a Mine.

e

The; commencement exercises of
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Before a large and deeply interest- , Bethel Female college will begin on
ed congregation at Grace church last Friday evening, May 20th, when a
night, he Rt. Rev. Dr. C. M. Beck- reception will be given the pupils by
with, bishop of Alabama, delivered Prof. and Mrs. Edmund Harrison.
evening at 8 o'clock
an excellent discourse, his subject On Saturday
,
being "Confirmation." Bishop Beck- the Oaduates will give a recital.

(From Thursday's Daily.)
Tom Davie, a well known negro
farmer residing on the farm of Mr.
George W. McKnight,near Garrettsburg, was killed by a mule today at
noon.
It is supposed that he put his foot

Monday evening at the same hour
tbere Will be pupils recital.
Tueaday evening at the Baptist
church will be the baccalaureate address by Dr.. Mullins, president of
the Southern Baptist Theological

in the trace chain of the mule's barneseto aid him in mounting the animal, which he was going to ride
from the field where he was at work
to his house and that the mule started off suddenly and threw him down
and his foot becoming entangled in
the chain he was dragged to death
by the frightened animal. When
found, Davie had been dragged about
half a mile and his body was terribly
bruised and cut by having come in
contact with rocks over which the
mule dragged him. He had been
dead possibly half an hour when
found. He was a negro who stood
well in the community where he resided, being an industrious, sober
and well behaved man. tie leaves a
wife and child.

with has rare gifts as a speaker and
his three --tdressee in Hopkinsville
have been heard with great pleasure
and profit. The bishop last night
confirmed the following class: Berta
Elizabeth .Gant, Frances Bachman,

fr

Narcissus Mansfield McKee, Sarah seminary at Louisville.
On Wednesday evening at the colRussell Abbitt,Ora Beard,Lea Overshiner, Bessie Clark, Mary Cgleinan, 1 lege chapel the conferring of degrees
Fairleigh Wale, Byron Meador, Mrs. and honors to the students.
The Public is cordially invited to
Upshaw Buckner, Mrs. Rigsby, Mr.
Scharnp and Mrs. Schamp. The ser- attend these exercises.
vice was impressive.
Bishop Beckwith left this morning
for his home in Alabama.

Secretary Saunders.

Pembroke School.
The commencemert week announcements of the Pembroke Graded school follow:

Thursday evening, May 19—"PhyJohn J. Saunders returned .yesterfrom Hopkinsville, where he attend- lis, the Farmer's Daughter," an oped the diocesan council of the Epis- eratic zantata, will be given by the
copal church, and was elected secre- preparatory and high school.
Friday evening, May 20-Third antary of the diocese to succeed the
Rev. Dr. M. M. Benton, of this city. nual commencement exercises, PemMr. Saunders ia the first layman on broke High school. Two graduates.
whom the honor was ever conferred Class address by Prof. H. Clay
•n the diocese of Kentucky, and the Smith, of Hopkinsville.
Programs will be given at the opis one for which his

Itinction

.rilags are offering the warmest con- era house.
gratulations. In connection with
the honor of being elected the first
lay secretary, Mr. Saunders was ap(From Thursday's Daily.);
pointed business manager of the
Mrs..Cora Lindley, wife of W. C.
Bishop's Letter, a monthly publicaLindley, a prominent farmer living
tion of the Episcopal church.
the!Fairview pike, died quite sudon
He is one of the most popular business men of the city.—;:ourier-Jour- denly last night about 11 o'clock of
heart disease. She was thirty-six
nal.
years of age and a devout member of
Mr. Harned Announces.
the Little River Christian church.
Her husband and four children, one
Elsewhere in this impression of
a baby' two weeks old, survive her.
jer the Kentucky New Era is the formal
The funeral services will be held in
"V announcement of Mr. James J.
the Little River church tomorrow
Harned as a candidate fcr magis:
morning, probably at 10 o'clock. Intrate in Third district. He is a good
terment at Hopewell cemetery.
citizen, a good business man and a
good Democrat.
Miss Cassie Futrell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Futrell, of the
Roaring Springs vicinity, died in the
asyluiri yesterday of measles compliThe case of William E. Neal, Jr., cated With pneumonia. She was
cha(ged with the murder of James about thirty -five years of age and
K. Slitader, at Louisville, will not had been in the institution for abt ut
,
be tried before the summer recess of two years. The body was taken to
the Jefferson county circuit court. Roaring Springs for 4urial.

DEATH'S SUMMONS

I

CASE IS CONTINUED.

After much sparring between counsel, a continuance was granted for
i efense and the case set for trial
ot
te
sl
Absent witnesses,
tember 26.
ac ording to counsel for the defense,
forced the motion for continuance.
-411.

Dr. Board Appointed.
Gov. Beckham has appointed Dr.
Milton Board, superintendent of the
Western Kentucky asylum as a delegate to the National Conference of
Charities and Corrections to be held
at Portland, Me., June 15-22.

Knights Templar.

A Startling Test.
To save a life, Dr, T. G. Merritt, of
No. Mehoopany. Pa., made a startling test resulting in a wonderful cure.
He writes,"a patient was attacked
with violent hemorrhages, caused by
ulceration of the stomach. I had often found Electric Bitters excellent
for acute stomach and liver troubles
so I prescribed them. The patient
gained from the first, and has not
had an attack in fourteen months."
Electric Bitt3re are positively guaranteed for Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Constipation and Kidney troubles.
Try them. Only 50 c at L. L. Elgin's
and Cook & Higgins.

ONE BISHOP.

The fifty-seventh annual conclave
LOS ANGELES,Cal., May 19.—
tf the Grand Commandery of Ken- The Mathodiat General Conference
ucky, Knights Templar, in session yesterday voted for eight bishops,
t Frankfort, is attended by ,500 but eleeted only one, J. F. Berry,
eople from all over the state. The editor Of the Epworth, who received
sual parade, drill by the Louisville more than two-thirds of the entire
mander*Nct 1, receptions and vote cast on the first ballot. One
rtainments characterized yester- other ballot was taken, bat the reproceedings. Ashland and sult of this will not be known until
morning. One hundred and seven
nond have extended invitations received
votes on the first ballot.
meeting nextwear.

TOKIO, May 19.—Admiral Toro reports that on May 15 the cruisers
Kasaga and Yoshino collided in a fog at Port Arthur. The Yoshino sank
and only ninety were saved. On the same day the battleship Hatsusa

struck a Russian mine and sank
Macedonia, May 18.—Mrs. Andrew
CHEE FOO. May 19.—The Japanese have cleared the entrance to Port
English, while running to head off a
Arthur. The Russian fleet is still in the harbor.
cow, at her home here about ten days
ag), fell over a low fence and striking
on her head broke her skull. Wren
picked up she was unconscious. She
regained consciousness only at short
intervals and today—the tenth day
after the accident—death came to her

FORTY ARRESTS
IN SMALLPDX CASE.

relief. She leaves one son, three
daughters and a large number of
friends to mourn her departure.
We are glad to learn that Mr. Enos
Gray, the victim of a copperhead
snake's bite, who was thought to be
dying, is now much improved.

(Special to New Era.)

on the charge of violating the quarCLARKSVILLE, Tenn., May 19. antine laws and the utter disregard
—Deputy Sheriff Walker and several of the instructions of the physician
special officers went to Brady's rail- attending a negro woman who conroad camp,four miles from Clarks- tracted smallpox. Nina of the numville, on the Hopkinsville division ber who had been exposed to the
Noble Robinson returned last Tues- of the Tennessee Central, and arrest- disease were quarantined and the
day from Edgewater, Colorado. He ed every person there, forty in all, others released.
is afflicted with inflammatory rheumatism.
Mr. Marsh Fletcher and wife and
Mrs. Sarah White, of Horace, Ky.,
were the guests of Elder John W.
McCarroll Saturday night.

HOPKINSIILLE LOSES FOURTEEN
INNING GAME TO CLARKSVILLE.

Mr. D. E. Fowler and wife visited
Under a menacing sky, Hopkinsfriends and relatives in Macedonia
ville and Clarksville played at AthSaturday and Sunday.
letic park Tuesday afternoon a nerveA new girl arrived at the home of racking 14-inning game, which the
Mr. Bob Jones last Friday.
Tennesseeans won by the score of 3
The mother pf Elder G. W. Davis to 2. It was the first of a series of
is at the point of death, and the end three contests between the ancient
may come at any moment. She is a rivals and opened the local season.
victim of consumption.

A Sure Thing.
It is said that nothing is sure except death and taxes, but that is net
altogether true. Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption is a sure
cure for all lung and throat troubles.
Thousands can testify to that. Mrs.
C. B. VanMetre of Shepherdtown
W. Va., says: "I had a severe case
of Bronchitis and for a year tried everything I heard of, but got no relief.
One bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery then cured me absolutely."
It's infallible for Croup, Whooping
Cough, Grip, Pneumonia and consumption. Try it. Its guaranteed by
L. L. Elgin, Cook & Higgins, druggists. Trial bottles free. Reg. sizes
500 and $.00.

A heavy frost in the Clifty creek
bottom on the morning Of May the
15th somewhat surprised the farmers
but fortunately it did no selious
damage.
Macedonia will soon organize a
bible class to meet at 3 o'clock each
Sunday evening.

Despite the inclement weather the
attendance was good and the spectators were kept tingling with excitement throughout the game.
It was a hard game to lose, for the
Browns had the game in hand up to
the minth inning when clever bunting
netted the visitors a run which tied
the score.
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The farmers are about done planting corn in this section.
—White Man.

Sinking Fork Notes.
Sinking Fork, May 17.—Farmers at
this place are through planting corn
and are very busy preparing for setting out a tobacco crop.

Leave
Daily
Orders
for
Strawberries!

W TCooper
& COMPANY
Wholesale & Retail Grocers.

Miss Berta Hiser, of Hopkinsville,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. W. C.
Stevens.

1

Rev. G. W. Gant filled his regular
appointment tsiple Christian church
here Sunday.
Mrs. James Quarles, of your city,
spent last week in this vicinity.
Rev. Lindsey Spurlin will preach
at the Baptist church here next Sunday at lt o'clock.

Mr. Riley Wood died at his home
near Gracey Sunday morning, May
15, at seven o'clock. He had been
confined to his room for some time
by an attack of measles when unex •
pectedly pneumonia set in and death
soon resulted from the combination.
His body was brought here Monday
afternoon and was interred at the
Wood burying ground. Mr. Wood
had been a member of the Sinking
Fork Baptist church for several
years. A mother, father, brother
and three sisters are left to mourn
their loss. But weep not, only remember that Riley is at home with
the dear sister, and they are waiting
your coming, where there will be no
more parting and sorrow is unknown.
—Hillman.

Red Front Phone 116
Misses Coleman and Bachman, of
Hopkinsville, are expected to arrive
in the city the last of the week to be
the guests of Miss Bertha Denhardt.
—Bowling Green News.

Buggies,
Surries,
Pheetons,
Driving Wagons,
Etc.
We have the best top bug=
gy in the country for $37.50
==see it. Guaranteed for one
year.

171 111 YOST & COI
207, S. Main Street.
Harness and Saddlery.
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A Baby's
Birth

I ACTION DEFERRED r Soft

Harness

AS REQUEST OF SEVERAL
CITIES.

Site Fork.of P. Widows'and
Orphans' Home Not Yet
is very much like the bloesoming of a flower. Its beauty and
perfection depends entirely
upon the care bestowed upon
its parent. Expectant mothers
should have the tenderest care.
They should be spared all worry
and anxiety. They should eat
plenty of good nourishing food
and take gentle exercises. This
will go a long way toward preserving their health and their beauty
as well as that of the little one to
come. But to be absolutely sure
of a short and painless labor they
should use

Selected.

You can make your harness as soft as a glove
and as tough as wire by
using EUREKA Harness 011. You can
lengthen its life—meke it
last twice as lona as It
ordinarily won't..

EUREKA
Harness Oil
makes a poor looking harness like new. Made of
pure, heavy bodied oil, especially prepared to withstand the weather.
Sold everywhere
In cans—all sizes.

SINKING A SHAFT
CRACEY

MINING COM
PANY AT WORK.

The Willis Case.—Thomas'
Escape.—Interesting Happenings in Trigg.

If You don't buy clothing from
J. T. Wall
(11. Co., You don't buy Clothing right.

TaUt
About Tonics!
Why man alive—there isn't anything in forty dru
g
stores that will make a fellow brace up and "feel hiq
oats" like a new suit of clothes that fits perfectly and
becomingly, and is substantially made of good. mateterials !

(Special to New Era.)
(From Friday's Daily.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., May 13.—At
The Gracey Mining company has
the request of Louisville and several
begun the work of sinking a shaft on
other cities which are anxious to sethe ground they have leased near
Lecture at Salem.
cure the widows'and orphans' home,
Buffalo church in Trigg county. It is
the board of control of the Knights
Mr. M. P. aunt. a celebrated lee- claimed that a umber of experts, inof Pythias meeting decided to defer
turer, will deliver his lecture entitled cluding a state geologist, have thorfinal action on the matter until Au"Be Somebody" at the Salem Bap- oughly examined their holdings, and
gust 20, when the board will meet
tist church, the event being under the prospects for lead and zinc are
That's the
again during the national encampthe auspices of the Ladies Aid socie- considered the finest in this region.
ment of the Uniform Rank. None
Kind you
ty. Admission 26 cents.
of the bids submitted at the meeting
The most important case on the
get when
were opened, and all the cities interdock
et
for
the
May
term
of
the
Trigg
Whe
n
the
Sap Rises
regularly during the months of gestaested will be notified that bids will
J. T. Wall CAI Co.
circuit court, which convenes Montion. This is a simple liniment, which
Weak lungs should be careful.
is to be applied externally. It gives
not
be
open
ed until noon, August 20.
strength and vigor to the muscles and
Coughs and colds are dangerous then. day, is the commonwealth vs. Lawprevents all of the discomforts of preglabel.
Thos
e
prese
nt
at the meeting were: One Minute Cugh Cure cures
nancy, which women used to think
rence Willis, charged with the murcoug
hs
were absolutely necessary,
When
W. C. Quinby, of Dayton, president and colds and gives strength
Mother's Friend is used there is no
are on the
to the der of Lieut. Johnston. Besides Sims
danger whatever.
cocesnoetED
of the board; T. P. Satterewhite, of lungs. Mrs. G. E. Fenner, of Ma- & Thomas and
Get Mother's Friend at 68 drug
Kelly & Kelly, Judge
store,Si per bottle.
Louisville, vice president; John C. rion, Ind., says. "I suffered with James Breathitt, of
this city, and
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
++++++++++++++++++++
a cough until I run down in weight
Thomasson,of Henderson, secretary;
DMIGNERS
ATLANTA. GA.
Hon.
Chas
.
K.
Whee
ler,
of
Padu
from
cah,
148
to
92
lbs.
I tried a number
Will. tor ear free book," Before Bab/ Is Bona"
.kliAKER5
R.G.Fitch,of Winchester,treasurer; of remedies
to no avail until I used will assist in the defense.
rut CLOTHING
A. C. Green, of Lexington; P. B.Eu- One Minute Cough Cure. Four botWhen that is said You know what You are
bank, of Bowling Green; L. H. Da- tles of this wonderful remedy cured
Commonwealth's Attorney Denny
getting
TO REMOVE
and WE know what WE are offering. You buy
vis, of Hopkinsville, and Ruby Laf- me entirely of the cough, strength- P. Smith has accepted an :nvitation
clothened my lungs and restored me to
foon, of Madisonville.
to deliver an address June 2 before
ing here with a full knowledge of its wor
my normal weight, health and
th—we tell
in 10 days use
The competition among the cities strength." Sold
you the truth about it. You will know just
by R. C. Hardwick. the Alumni aseociatiun of State colwhat you
of the state promises to be lively and
lege at Lexington
can:
expe
ct
of it in the way of service As for style
President Roosevelt is said to have
eight cities are already after
the
and
fit—that shows for itself. But the best of all the
IT BEAUTIFIES
home, Louisville, Lexington, New- decided on Cornelius Bliss, of New
The Cadiz Water company has reTHE COMPLEXION.
clothing we offer is considerate of your pocket
port, Bowling Green, Paducah, Hop- York, to be chairman of the Repub- ceived its charter and has elected
book.
its
Thi
nk
of
kinsville, Danville and Henderson lican National committee, and J. W. officers as follows: E. E. Wash,pre
buyi
ng
a
suit
like
either of uhose shown in
shave said that they will make offers, Blythe, of Iowa, to be vice president. ident; D. L. Grinter, vice presi
pict
ure
dent,
1.0.4
and others may enter. Men repre
and
J.
W.
McKi
nney
.
They
will beA Cure For Piles.
At so little a$10
senting each city were present yesgin putting in the new plar.t at once.
"I had a bad s.ase of piles," says
terday to speak for their city, but G. F. Carter, of
price as..
Atlanta, GK.. -and
John Sherman Thomas. of Trigg
none was heard. The matter will consulted a physician who advised
me me to try a
be referred to the new officers of the Witch Hazel Salv box ef DeWitt's county, escaped from the peniten"Drop in and let us talk it over."
e I purchased a
box
and
was
tiary
entirely cured. It is
at Eddyville last Saturday
Commercial club after the election
splendid for piles, giving relief innight
.
Young Thomas, according to
Tuesday,and it is expected that they
stantly, and I heartily recommend it
the Cadiz Record,shot and killed Alwill take action. Under the rules
as to all sufferers." DeWitt's Witch
adopted by the grand lodge, the Hazel Salve is unequalled for its fred Bridges near Maple Grove in
board of control is authorized to so- healing qualities. Eczema and oth- March. 1902, and at the February
er skin diseases, also sores, cuts,
term of court, 1903, he was convicted
licit bids, offerings, donations of burns
and wounds of every kind are
and given ten years in the penitenATINOLA is a new discovery, guaran- money, land or other property, which quickly cured by it. Sold
by R. Q.
teed,and money will be refunded if It will
tiary. He began serving his sentence
Hard
wick.
be accepted when at least $25,000
fails to remove Freckles, Pitnples,Livabout a year ago, and was regarded
er Spots, Blackheads, Tan, Discolorations is in the hands of the board of
conMiss Marion Gorham, of Marshall,
and Disfiguring Eruptions; ordinary cases
as one of the best prisoners within
trol. The city which is selected for
in 10 days, the worse no matter how long
Mich., is dead, the doctors say, from
the prison walls.
standing in 15 to 2o days. After these defects the home must offer a bonu
s of at overjoy.
are removed the skin will be soft, clear and
least $3,000 in money or its equivabeautifal. Price 50c at druggists or by mail
The Trigg county fiscal court has
Thousands Of ladles testify to the merits of lent.
Crowing Aches and Pains.
Satinola.
Mrs. Josie Sumner,Bremond,Tex., contracted for the erection of a new
The board yesterday deposited the
Mr Harry M Tatum writes:
$12,000 now in its charge in three lo- writes, April 16, 1902: "I have used $7,G00 jail oa the site of the present
Ballard's Snow Liniment in my old jail.
Paducah, Ky, April 9,1904
It will be a handsome twocal banks, and will draw three per family for
National Toilet Co., Paris, Tenn .
three years. I would not
story
, up-to-date brick building with
Gentlemen—I have been tro4bled with cent interest on
Capital Paid In....$100,000.00
it until it is used for be without it in the house. I have
dark brown freckles since childhood. I tried
with
a
jailer's residence attached.
used it on my little girl for growing
Surplus
various creams and acids withoutriesults, I building the home.
29,000.00
pains
and
ache
s
in
her
The
knees
work
.
on the new building will
It
recently used less than one box oiyosr Satcured
her
right
away. I have also
!nolo and the freckles are entirelyi, removed
R. C. Hardwick.
Henry C. Gant,
used it for frost bitten feet with good begin the first of June and will be
My complexionlis clear and smooth.
President
Does not hesitate to recommend success. It is the
comp
lete
d
by
Sept
embe
r
1.
McP
J.
E
her
son
best liniment I
,
Cashier
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Kodol Dyspepsia Cure to his friends ever used." 26c, 60, $1.00. Sold
H
L
by
McP
her
son
,
Asst Cashier
PARIS,
:
:
:
: TENN. and customers. Indigestion causes Ray & Fowler.
Quick Arrest.
more
ill
healt
h than anything else.
effi'Sold in Hopkinsville by L. L.
J. A. Gulledge, of Verbena, Ala.,
Elgin, Thomas & Trahern and Cook It deranges the stomach, and
Mot
We solicit the aJcounts of Firms, Corporations and
her
s!
Mot
her
s!
Mot
her
s
was
bring
twice in the hospital from a ses
Individ
& Higgins.
uals,
promising prompt, courteous treatment to
inwf
on all manner of disease. Kodo
How many Children are at this vere case of piles causing 24
l
tumors.
accommodation, consistent with conservative all, and every
Dyspepsia Cure digests what you eat, season feverish and constipated, with ! After
bank
doctors and all remedies railed.
If contemplating opening an account, or making ing.
cures indigestion, dyspepsia and all bad stomach and headache. Mother Bucklen's Arnica Salve quickly arin existing relations, would be glad to correspond any chaug€
with you.
reusrteedd h Lirthg cgrrn
stomach disorders. Kodol is not Gray's Sweet Powders for Children o
es
soaatenhm
Graduated Veterinary
and
oily a perfect digestant but a tissu will always cure. If worms are prose
kills
Surgeon and Dentist
building tonic as well. Renewed ent they will certainly remove them. Cook pain. 35c at L. L. Elgin's and
& Higgins, draggists.
Treats all diseases of lomesticated ani•
mats scientifically and performs all opera- health, perfect strength and in- At all druggists, 26 cts.
Sample
tions known to the veterinary profession.
creased vitality follow its use.
mailed Free. Address, Alien S.
Illinois —
Office at Curtis Skerritt's Livery Stable,.
East Ninth Street, near L & N. depot,
Olms
ted, Le Roy, N. Y.
•.feseteies=-141-4
Central
Hopkinsville, Ky.
A Russian torpedo transport was
Railroad
For Infants and Children.
"Do It Today."
blown up by coming in contact with
The time-worn injunction, "never
a Russian mine. Many lives were put
off 'til tomorrow what you can '
do today," is now generally presentlost.
Bears the
ed in this form:"Do it today I" That Signature
of
is the terse advice we want to give
Effective Sunday, April 3rd
Exposure
you about that hacking cough or de- I
NO. 388, DAILY.
To cold drafts of air, to keen and cut- moralizing cold with which you have
Leav
es
Hopki
nsville
8.40 a n'
been
struggling for several days,
ting winds, sudden changes of temCom'Spirits.
Arrives Princeton.,
7.40 a m
perhaps weeks. Take some reliable
di To obtain large factories here
"
Paducah
Good spirits don't all come from
• perature, scanty clothing, undue ex- remedy for it today--an
9.26 a m
d
let
that
ale to help build up the Oman
"
Kentucky. Their main sourc
Cairo.
posure of the throat and neck after remedy be Dr. Boschee's Germ
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`
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1,ones you now have.
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ever
St.
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Syru
s
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h
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c
spea
been
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in
use
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for made in the Blue Grass state could
singing, bring
W Why buy out of town brands
..10;50 p m
on coughs and colds. Ballard's over thirty-five years. A few doses not remedy a bad liver or the hun- Arrives Chicago ....
iof cigars when I offer you
of it will undoubtedly relieve your
Horehound Syrup is the best cure.
cough or cold, and its continued use dred-and-one ill effects it produces.
NO.334, DAILY
THE BEST
t
Mrs. A. Barr, Houston, Texas, for a few days will cure you com- You can't have good spirits and a bad Leaves Hopkinsville
12:46 a m
liver
at
the
same
time.
Your
liver
Arriv
es
plete
• 5 CENT CIGAR
Princeton
ly. No matter how deep-seated
\(fitior
writes Jan. 81, 1902: "One bottle of
1:56 p
kAti$
"
your cough, even if dread consump- must be in fine condition if you would
Henderson.
6.
m
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p
m
0
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enjoy
d Syrup cured tion has attac
feel
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\
buoy
happ
hopef
ant,
made anyvhere.
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appre
ciate
"
good tood
Evansville.
keu your lungs, Ger6.46 p m and often interferes
me of a very bad cough. It is very man Syru
-Better than ever!
with the enjoyp will surely effect a cure— bright of eye, light of step, vigorous Leaves Princeton
ment
I
of
2.06 p in
others. Yet the cause of the
pleasant to take." 26c, 50c, $1.00. as it has done before in thousandsof and successful in your pursuits. You Arrives Louisville
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put
Cold Standard 1
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your
fine
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appar
ently hopeless oases of lung
Sold by Ray & Fowler.
Leaves Princeton.
218 p m ities. These being filled the teeth
trouble. New trial bottles, 26; regu- by using Green's August Flower— Arrives Paducah.
Belvedere Perfect°
the greatest of all medicines for the
4.16 pm will be as sound as ever. Filling has
lar size, 75c. At all druggists.
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liver
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a
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•
Arriv
es
New
Oges
as
for dyspepsia or indigestion. It has
10:00 a m Our methods and the quality of the
Secretary Taft to remove a growth Ask Your Dealer For
Better than ever!
•
gold or other material
Allen's been a favorite household remedy for
used insure
success in every case.
•Their quality merits your patover thirty-five years. August FlowNO 340 DAILY
• in his nose resulting from tonsilitis.
Foo
t
Eas
e,
We
make no
•
ronage..
4.30 pm charge for examinations.
A powder for the feet. It cures er will make your liver healthy and Leaves Hopkinsville
•
A Positive Necessity.
•
610 p m A Good Set
swollen, Sore, Hot, Callous, Aching, active and thus insure you a liberal Arrives Princeton..
—iTes Princeton
Having to lay upon my bed for 14 Sweating Feet, Corns and Bunions. supply of "good spirits." Trial size, Let
257 a m
of Teeth..... ..
At all Druggists and shoe stores, 26c. 25c; regular bottles, 76c. At all drug Arrives Louisville
7.50
days from a severely bruised leg,
am
.$5
•
gists
.
I
Ask
today
Mal
Teet
.
ter
.• only found relief when I
Leaves Princeton
141-4
2.35 a m ones h extracted free when new
•
used a botare ordered.
Arrives Memphis
tle of Ballard's Snow Liniment
8.20 a m
. I
I Commencing Sunday, May 1st, the
•••••••••••••••11 can cheerfully
New
"
Orlea
ns
7.55 pm
recommend it as the
, Tennessee Central will run a special
best medicine for bruises ever sent
Thm
fyin
ous
littl
e
Dillo
w
Hunter Wood,
Hunter Wood Jr to the afflicted. It has now
excursiou train to Nashville every No 341 dails ar.Hopkinsville 9:40a m
become
Hunter Wood (111:Son a positive necessity upon myself. D.
.A.131 II'
Sunday until further notice. Train No 338 daily arrives " 3:60 p m
R. Byrnes, merchant., Doversville, Bears ths
The Kind You Hate Always Bought will leave Hopkinsville at 7 a. m., No 831 daily, arrives " 10:26 p n.
Attys-at-Law.
arriving at Nashville at 11 a. m. ReOffice in Hopper Block upstairs Texas. 25c, 60, $1.00. Sold by Ray aigustare
PARKER'S
st
& Fowler.
over Planters Bank.
144
turning, will leave Nashville at 4:30
Ze
•
HAIR BALSAM
clearuste and beautifies the hair.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY.
p. m., arriving in Hopkinsville at 8 - q0
IMP 40. 411,0
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Col Henry B. B. Bristol, U. S. A.,
"Special attention to cues, in
Never Pais to iteetore
p.m. Tickets will be sold good"
Hair to its Youthful Color.
.
bankruptcy.
on
speci
al
train
at
one
fare
scalp
Cures
($2.l
retired,died at his home in New York. Ear
a hair tiding.
/Me, mad
Coughs.Colds sad Crouir.
at
Druggist
s
E. M.Sherwood, Ag

Mother's
Friend
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The Kind You Hare Always Bought

TIME
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H. L. LEBKUECHER

°Ma's Early Risers

One MinuteCough Cure
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it acting well? Bowels
IT.*ular? Digestion good? If,
not, remember Ayer's Pills.
The kind you have known all FOR BAPTIST THEOLOG1your life. J. C.arm Ca.Low•11. Masa
CAL SEMINARY
Want your moustache or beard
a beautiful brown or rich black? Use

BUCKINGHAM'S DYE
CT& OF DRCOOIIITS OR R P. BALL I CO. R•581:14. NB.

CHANGES ON I. C.11.11

Methodist Bishops Retired.
Presbyterian General Assembly Meets This Week.

ANer's

11[1.is

NoIN

EAR 11•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:

:There is Such

When the nerves are weak
everything goes wrong. You
are tired all the time, easily
discouraged, nervous, and
irritable. Your cheeks are

FOR

Sarsaparilla

Arrangements Are Completed For Confederate Reunion at Nashville.

pale and your blood is thin.
Your doctor says you are
threatened wfth a nervous
breakdown. He orders this
grand old fami.)
, medicine.

THE OLD BOYS
CRAY.

I

ROBBERY CHARGED

•
•
•
•
•

We have only
•
:been in business sixteen months!
A largely attended meeting of Ned
•
Meriwether camp, U. C. V. was held
•
•
and the first twelve
here Saturday. A notice of the business transacted will appear in the
next issue of the New Era. The vet- !months we sold 235 VEHICLES..
erans me manifesting much interest
•
•
in the June reunion.
•
All arrangements for the reunion
have been completed and the Nash-!WHY DID WE DO IT!
ville Confederate organizatimis in
conjunction with the business associ-•
Because we have the style and up-to..
ations have provided a splendid prc-•
•
date vehicles. Don't take us a quarter•
gram and made ample provision for•
the care and entertainment of all•
of a century to learn the wants of the
•
visitors.

Between $50,000 and $60,000 was
subtleribed at the Baptist convention
'For more than 50 Nears I have used Ayers
Sarsaparilla in my
It k a grand tonic
at 1sTashvi11e Saturday to the endowat all time. and a wenderfoi medicine for imMR. HARAHAN BECOMES meht fund of
pure blood "—D. C. BOLT, West Haven, Conn.
the Southern Baptist
51.00 a bottle.
.1. C. ATER co.,
CENERAL MANAGER.
Thetdogical seminary, of Louisville. All druggists.
for Lowell, Mass.
Mel Norton family, of Louisville,
gavt $4,5000. Among the Kentucky
:Promotio
Result
Several
ns
subsicribers were Rev. Dr. J. N.
Keep the bowels regular with Ayers
0111\from the Resignation of Prestridge, Louisvilfe, COO; Rev. Dr. Pills, Just one pill each night,
W. W. Hamilton, Louisville, $250;
Mr. Wallace.
B. F. Proctor, Bowling Green, $1,000;
J. H. Anderson, Hopkinsville, $500;
M.;. Farris, Danville, $1,000; G. H.
It was officially announced from
The only variation from former
Nuhnelly, Georgetown, $1,000.
rules is the giviug of preference to
Chicago last night that Mr. W. J.
The committee on work among the
the
old soldiers. The sponsors and
superintenden
Harahan, formerly
t
TRENTON MAN CLAIMS
negrioes made its report, and was remaids
of honor are to be entertained
of the Louisville division of the IlliHE WAS SLUCCED.
by the commanders of the departceived and adopted in a harmonious
nois Central, has been appointed genments, divisions or brigades which
mariner. The committee considered
eral manager of the Illinois Central
they represent. Special provision
the Virginia memorial asking for the
has been made for many of them in •
to succeed Mr. J. F. Wallace, resignappciintment of a commission to Arthur Fagg Arrested For the best homes. The orator of the
ed to become chief engineer on the
reunion will be the Rev. S. McKim,
study the problem of uplifting the
Alleged Theft of Several
of Washington,and Senator John W.
Panama canal. Mr. Harahan has
Daniel, of Virginia, has been selected
negro in all its phases. The commitbeen assistant general manager for
Hundred Dollars.
to
deliver the oration at the laying
tee's' agreement provides for the apof the corner stone of the monument
some time.
pointment of a representative from
to private Confederate soldiers.
Mr. I. G. Rawn is to get Mr. HaraMemorial services will be held on
eaohi state to confer with the borne
han's place as assistant general manDeputy Sheriff Lucian Lindsey ar- the second day in honor of the late
Commander-iu-Chief John B. Gormission board with regard to places
ager. He is now superintendent of
rested at Guthrie Tuesday Arthur don, and Judge Thos. G. Jones, exfor carrying on the work. The board
transportation.
Fagg and brought him to this city governor of Alabama, will deliver
the eulogy and present the resoluheretofore directed that the work
D. W. Foss, purchasing agent,sucand put him in jail, charged with tions.
se
d
interferred
not
with
its
and
policy be
ceeds Mr. Rawn as superintendent
robbery, says the Elkton Progress.
Kansas City, Mo., was selected as
"Castles In The Air."
of transportation.
The victIm of this charge is said to
the next meeting place.
Mr. C. F. Parker, coal traffic manbe John Valentine, a man who reager, is appointed to the position of
sides near Trenton, who claims the :It has long been conceded that
Bishops Retired.
Gov. Bob Taylor has no peer as a verpurchasing agent.
The Methodist general conference loss of several hundred dollars. It
satile entertainer. Our country is
at Ls Angeles retired from active is alleged that Fagg assaulted and
Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidprolific of great orators, word paintchureh work six of its venerable bis- robbed Valentine Monday night on
neys and bladder right. Don't delay
hops as follows: Edward G. And- Trading alley here, when these two ers, humorists and story tellers, who
taking.
rews; of New York; John M. Weld- and others were taking in the town. spring up almost with every new
W. M. Hughes' cash register at the day, but seldom do the centuries unon, of Cincinnati; John H. Vincents,
of Zurich, Switzerland; Willard F. saloon was touched the same night veil a man who combines the talents
of all these. Such a man is Bob
Mallieu, of Boston; Cyrus D, Foss, ot for about $5.
Taylor, and the new lecture which
Leading Hopkinsville Druggist Ur- Philadelphia, and Staphen M.Merrill
he presents for the coming season
ges You To Try Hyomei, the
by request. The ballot on the retiregives
the widest range to his varid
Guaranteed Cure for Catarrh
ment of the bishops was taken at
talents. He has spent much time in
its preparation, and it is new from
'‘ Any reader of the New Era who noon:Saturday and while the result
Tax
the
Women
of
Hopkinsclhisly
guarded
will
first
is
and
castle which he builds with silnot
be
ffers with catarrh, or who is subyule
the
Same
as
ver tongue, through all of its delito catarrhal colds, is invited to made public until the tellers report
cate humor and side-splitting anecn's store for a complete Hyomei to the conference today, it is said
Elsewhere.
dotes, to its peroration of matchless
outfit on approval. So confident is
with assurance that the first five
beauty. The lecture will be heard
he that Hyomie will cure the worst
Hard ti attend to household duties May 30 at Holland's opera
and most deep-seated ease of catarrh bishops named will be placed on the
house.
With a constantly aching back.
that he will furnish full month's superannuated list. The conference
A woman should not have a bad
treatment of Hyomei on trial.
The surest and ettiest remedy for
also accepted the request of Bishop
back,
kidney and bladder diseases is Foley
While itiwould be unreasonable to Merrill for retirement. The action of
And she wouldn't if the kidneys Kidney
expeet a chronic case of *catarrh,
Cure.
the Conference, together with two were well.
which has been growing
for
Doan's Kidney pills make well kid0 years,could be curea within worse
a month, vacancies, makes necessary the elecThe South Kenyet he feels sure that the thirty days' tion of eight bishops by the present neys.
Here is a Hopkinsville woman who
tucky Building &
treatment will convince the user that conference. It is also believed that
endorses
this
claim:
Loan Association
Hyomei is Infallible in driving cathe two new missionary bishops will
Mrs. W. H. Robb, wife of W. H.
tarrhal poison from the system.
will help you on
chosen.
Robb, machinist employed at Forbes
There is no dangerous stomach drug- be
easy monthly payCo'as Wagon Works, and residing
ging when Hyomei is used. Simply
ments.
at 1029 High St., says: "I hardly
breathe its healing balsams through
Ceneral Assembly.
knew for many mouths what It was
the neat inhaler that comes with evThe general assembly of the South- o be free from aching back and the
If you want to
ery outfit, and the germ-killing and
irregular
action
rresbyterianj
of
ern
church
the
kidneys
convenhealth-giving air will penetrate to
save money and be
caused at the same time other sympthe most remote cells in the air pas- ed i Mobile,1 Ala., Thursday, May
getting interest on
sages of the head, throat and lungs, 19, and remain in session ten days. toms which were distressing oftenit
all the time let
and drive catarrhal poison from the Delegates are expected from all the times exasperating. I read about
Doan's
Kidney
Pills
us
and
sell you some
the
sympsystem. Nothing else will so quickly cure a cold in the head or etop an Southern states. Among the promi- toms which it was claimed it would
??
stock as an investordinary cough.
nent ministers who will be in attend- cure seemed so much like mine that
ment.
Singers and public speakers will
I had my husband get a box for me
find Hyomei invaluable. It strength- ance are Dr. Neel, of Kansas City;
Por particulars address
ens the voice and gives It a rich, Drs. Hemphill and Lyons, of Louis- at Thomas & Trahern's drug store. I
found that they gave me almost imclear tone. Catarrhal deafness is
cured when Hymen and the special ville, and Dr. 0. R. English, of Rich- mediate relief, and continued taking
Hyomei balm are used.
mond; Va. The Rv. J. E. Fogartie, them for some time. They did me
The complete outfit costs only one
dollar, and if, after using, you can stated supply of the Ninth Street more good than all the kidney medicine I had ever taken put together,
say that it did not help you L. L. Presbyterian church, will attend.
Elgin will return your money.
and the results of the treatment jusThe assembly will be opened
tify me in in subscribing my name to
Foley's Kidney Cure if taken in Thursday morning at 11 o'clock with a hearty endorsement
of the Pills."
time affords security from all kidney a sermon by the retiring moderator, For sale by all
dealers. Price 50
iind bladder diseases.
Dr. A4 C. Hopkins, of West Virginia. cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
els
A new moderator will then be elect- N. Y., sole agents for the United
mencing Sunday May 22d and
States.
ed and the assembly will proceed to
further
notice,
until
the
inning
Remember the name-Doan's-and
n1
1
4
0
r
business.
special
run
excurwill
R.
R.
C.
T.
I
take no other.
Among the important questions to
sion train from Hopkinsville to
Nashville and return, leaving Hop- ,be considered is the proposed union
Worlds Fair Excursion Rates
kinsville at 7 a. m. Clarksville 8:15 of the Northern
and Southern PresOver the I. C.
a. m., arriving at Nashville 10:30 a.
byterian
On
account
HAVE resigned my posichurches.
of the Louisiana PurThis
matter
is
m. Returning leaves Nashville 4:30
chase
tion
Expoeition,
with Hardwick's jewthe
Illinois
Cenp. m., Clarksville 6:45 p. in., arriv- expected to evoke much discussion.
elry
tral
store
Railroad
and am now located
Company
will sell
ing at Hopkinsville 8 p. m. Rate one Another proposition to be considered
in
round
Armistead's
trip
tickets to St. Louis as folDrug Store,
fare between any two stations. Tick- is the!union of the Dutch Reformed
where
I
lows:
am
prepared
to do all
ets limited to special trains of date church and
the Southern Presbyte- From April 25th to November
kinds
of
Watch
and
Jewelry
E. M. Sherwood,
of sale.
15th, limited to Den. 15 $12.25
Repairing and at reaeonable
Agent rian church.
From April 25th., to Nov. 30th.,
prices.
Thenight sessions will be taken up
limited to 60 days from
If you wish to purchase a
date of sale, but not later
Summer Excursion Rates. largelY by popular meetings in the
watch
or any other article of
than Dec. 15th
interest of the various church causes, From April 26th, to Nov. 30th,$10.20
jewelry see me:before closing
Commencing May 15th, and con- with short addresses by
limited to 10 days from
the deal as I can save you
members of
date of sale
$ 9.65
tinuing until Sept. 30th. the Illinois the asbembly.
money on anything in the
All tickets will be limited to conwr Cpntral will sell round trip tickets as
jewelry
line.
tinuous passage in both directions.
'Bows:
e.-11-44
E. M. Sherwood, Agent.
80c
To Cerulean Springs
The Illinois Central will sell routd
$1.70
The Illinois Central will icIl tound
To Dawson Springs
trip tickets to Frankfort, Ky., on
trip
tickets to Frankfort, Ky., May At Armietead'e Drug
3.25
To Crittenden Springs
May 23rd and 24th, limited to May
18,
17,
and 18, at one fare plus lib
5.80
26th, at one fare plus 25 cents,($7.03,)
T
Z) Grayson Springs
Store.
cents, ($7.03,) account Orsini Com11 tickets will be limited to Oct. account state meeting G. A. R.
mand/try, ;Knight Templar* ConIII Mouth Main Stroat,
E. M. Sherwerel, Agent.
1lat.
ch-ve.
,
Return limit May 21.

Weak Nerves

A Thing As
Knowing How

•
•
•
•
•
•

trade. Come; see us before you buy.
•

•iPlanters Hardware

(INCORPORATED.)

•
CO110
•
•

:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a

INVITATION FROM ELGIN

HOUSEHOLD CARES

V

Don't
You
Want
To
Own
Your
Own
Home

WHY WE SELL

CHEAPER
T
HE profits of any business are based on how
the goods are bought and on the amount
of expense in conducting same. We have
bought our goods, consisting of Clothing, Dry
Goods, Shoes, Ladies and Gents Furnishing
Goods, Trunks, Valises, etc., at a bankrupt sale,
and we have bought the above goods at 50c on
the dollar. Now we are giving the benefit to our
customers. This is another reason—it happens
here every day, Good reason for it. No high
rent to pay; expenses are always kept down, and
we are perfectly satisfied the way they come.
For these reasons we can sell cheaper. All
we ask is for you to call at our store before you
buy and compare our prices with those of older
established houses.

I

Remember the Place,

The Bankrupt Store
Cor 9th & Vir. Sts., Bonte's Old Stand,
Opp American Express Office

Bohn & Franklin, Proprietors.

4ViANWAVIAAAN WWWWW6Wii

I

Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J E. McPherson, Sec.
WHOlvey

HOlvey

IN

BUSINESS

FOR MYSELF!

1

W. H. OLNEY.,

Bicycles Bicycles
With the advent of spring bicycle riding
will again be the favorite outdoor recreation
of all classes. We have the only complete
line of wheels and sundries in the city, con•
ducting as we do the only exclusive sporting
goods store in Hopkinsville.

REPAIRING DEPT.
Numbers of fine machines are often ruined
by being sent to so-called repair shops where
they are torn to pieces by incompetent work
men. Send all your Bicycles, Typewriters,
Sewing Machines, Guns, etc. to us and have
them repaired by reputable and skilled
workmen.

et,

E.M.Moss&Co
N?YkARPANIMM MAMMMMARNO
Sixth Street,

tiouse Work is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.

oppooito Liis ow& Howie.

k

LANGLEY BELL DEAD
PASSED AWAY AT HOME
MONDAY NICHT.

He Had Been In Declining
Health Fora Number of
Months.

From Tuesday's

,

I

A

"

The Keystone
of Good Health
is putt food.

MR. HAYDEN DEAD.
11,0

Lion Coffee
is an coffee—no glazing of
eggs Of glue to conceal defects and cheapen its quality.
Fresh and uniform, rich
in flavor, because always in
sealed packages— never in
bulk.

One to Five

COOD CITIZEN ANSWERS
DREAD SUMMONS.

Native of Irelend.—Mrs. Tandy's Funeral.—Death
Near Cracey.

Dollars Pr tflour
Does
This
Interest
You?

(From Monday's Daily.)
Mr. Langley Bell, an aged and well
Mr. John Hayden, a worthy and
citizen,
died
last
known
night at his
substantial citizen, died Sunday at
residenoe on the corner tit Tenth and
the residence of his son-in-law. Mr.
Liberty streets of ills ingident to old
W. R. Bowles, on Walnut street.
age. He had been in fiftiling health
after an illness of about three weeks
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
for many months. The deceased was
of a complication of diseases. He
Miss Yola Young, of Hopkinsville,
about eighty-five year of age and
was born in 1831 in Tipperary, Ireis visiting her sister, Mrs. J. B. Garhad been a resident of Hopkinsville ber, wife of the milk and meat in- land, and came to New York when
since he was a young m4n.
spector.—Paducah Sun.
he was fourteen years of age. He
For a number of yeare he was in
Mr. Clifton Overehiner, of Santi returned to his home in the old c unthe furniture and undertaking busi- ana, California, is in the city the try after a short residence in New
ness and later was town marshal of guest of relatives. This is his first York, but in a few years came back
Hopkinsville, the duties of which visit to his old home in sixteen years to America and located in CincinMiss Maude Cansler has returned nati. He came to
position he discharged exceptionally
Hopkinsvide in
Evansville.
from
well and without fear or favor., dur1861 with the late Robert Mills, conMiss Jennie Belle Lander is visit- tractor, to paint the old asylum
ing a troublous time In the city's
history. After he retired from office ing in Franklin.
building, and, when the work was
Mr.
Lacey,of
J.
N.
Kirkmansville, completed, decided to make livhe engaged in the liquor business in
was here Monday.
which he continued until forced to
kinsville his name. He was held in
Miss
Moore,
Inez
of
Los
Angeles,
retire by reason of age
infirmihigh esteem by all who knewn him
arrived
Cal.,
the
city
in
last
night
to
ties. He was a man of glenerous imand his death causes much sorrow.
visit the family of Mr. Eugene
pulses and charitable anil was noted Wood, on South Main street.
His family consists of his wife, who
for his scrupulous honesty In business
Mr. Al E. Matthews.of Huntsville, was formerly Miss Far. nie Catlett,
matters. Mr. Bell was a charter Ala., is here visiting Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Charles hayden, Mr. Ernest
George E. Kolb.
member of the Odd Fellows lodge.
Hayden and Mrs. W. R. Bowles
Mrs.
Baker
Julia
and
daug:iter,
One son, Mr. Walter Bell, of KnoxFuneral services were held this
Miss Carrie, have returned from
ville, Tenn.. survives him. He will Nashville.
afternoon and the remains interred
arrive in the city tomorrow morning.
Mr. John Brasher, of Madisonville, in Hopewell cemetery.
Funeral arrygements have not been is in the city today.
Funeral service over the remains
compIs WI,
Mr. Robert Gaines has gone to St.
Lonis to reside.
of the late Mrs. David Tandy took
place this morning at the late resi(From Monday's Daily:)
fliMrs. W.R Doris, of Hopkinsville, dence and was attended by a large
has returned from a pleasant visit to number of sorrowing relatives and
Mrs. Ed Osburn, of this city.—Madi friends. There were many beautiful
Christian CircuitiCourt, Ky. sonville Hustler.
floral designs. The service was con!
Lee Courtney, et al
Miss Myrtle Lindsay has returned ducted by the Rev. H. D. Smith pasEqnity
Against
Tad Courtney, at al
to Madisonville after a visit to relator of the Christian church, of which
By virtue of a judgment and order tives in this city.
Mrs. Tandy was a member. The reof sale of the Christian Ciircuit Court
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Meacham and
mains were interred. in Hopewell
rendered at the February term therechildren left last night for St. Louis
of, 1904, in the above cause, I shall
cemetery.
to attend the World's Fair.
proceed to offer for sale at the court
Mrs. E. D. Guffy, who has been
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
Mr. Riley Wood, aged twenty-four
the highest and best bidder at Public visiting relatives in Hopkinsville, years,
died yesterday at the home of
Auction, on Monday, the Oth day of arrived in the city yesterday to visit
June, 1904, between the hours of 11 a. her husband. She will return to his father, Mr. J. W. Wood, near
Gracey. Measles, followed by pneum. and 2 p. m. (being county court Hopkinsville in a short t i in e
Owensboro
Meesenger.
day) the following described propermonia, was the cause of the young
ty, towit:
Mr. and Mrs. George McGrew left man's death. He was a popular
A lot of ground in the city of Hop- today for their home at Bayou, Livyoung man and was unmarried.In terkinsville, Ky„ described as follows: ingston county, after a visit to the
Lying immediately west of the L. liz family of their son, Mr. M. F. Mc- ment took place in the Wood burying
N. R R track between Second and Grew. Miss Rebie McGrEw accom- pound near Sinking Fork. Several
Third streets and fronting on Third panied them home.
other members of the family are
street 67%" ft., measuring from the
seriously ill of the same disease.
Mrs. T. W. Long and Miss Felie
stone wall on the west side of the L.
& N. track, and running back the Payne have returned from Dawson
Whisky Medicines.
same width to Second St., a distance Springs.
The temperance press is emphasizof 176% ft.
Mr. Ed Pyle of Pensacola, Fla., is ing the danger
to the home in the
Also a lot of ground in said city ly- here visiting relatives.
use of "medicines" which are loaded
ing immediately west of the above
the c4rop and that then Kistner re- Ky., who has been in the office since
Brings Suit.
Mrs. George E. Gary is in Bowling with whisky or alcohol. In this reot and fronting on Third St 73% ft.
spect, as well as in the remarkable
fused to allow him to have the land the first of the year. has pur3hased a
and extending from the west corner Green to attend the commencement
against
character
suit
filed
their
has
of
cures,
Pierces
Berry
Dr.
R.
J.
they had agreed upon but offered half interest and the firm is now
of the above lot to an alley, and run- exercises of Potter College. Miss
medicines differ from other prepara- J. H. Kistner for $200 damages and
Lillian
Gary
is
one
of
the
graduates.
him lind too poor to raise a crop. known as Fagan aE Cansler. Mrs.
ning back the same width to Secoud
tions. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
$30 for services he claims to have He states further that as a result he Fagan retires.—
St. a distance of 176% ft.
Enid, Oklahoma,
Discovery and "Favorite Prescrip
(From Saturday's Daily)
Also a tract or parcel of land in
rendered. It is alleged in the peti- Is Out of a home and work and is Eagle,
contain
tion
alcohol,
whisky
no
or
Judge Polk Cansler returned last
Christian county. Ky., on the waters
tion that the parties to the suit en- damaged to at least the amount
night
from a visit t,o Enid, Oklaho- either intoxicant, and are equally
of Town Fork of Little Riter, about
STRAYED. —Small light red half
free from opium, cocaine and other tered into a contract whereby Kist- prayed for.
three miles north of Hopkinsville, ma.
Jelsey cow with short, small horns,
narcotics.
Every family should nor Wat3 to furnish the land, teams,
Ky., on the Poor-house road, the
about 3 or 4 years old. If found noThe Rev. Thomas M. Cornelison, have a copy of the People's Common
Firm Change.
etc., for cultivation this year while
same that was conveyed from Tins- of Mt. Sterling, will arrive in the
tify Dr. J. M. Dennis, Aokinsville,
Sense Medical Adviser, sent absoKy.
Berry was to furnish the labor, the
ley and wife to Tinsley and Crunk et city today and will conduct services lutely free, on receipt of
deod tiw3t
stamps to
al, and bounded as foilows:
Sunday at the First Presbyterian pay expense of mailing only. Send proceeds to be equally divided. The
The firm of Fagan & Fagan, abThe family medicine in thousands of
"Beginning at a stake in James church.
stracters,
considerhas been dissolved. Chas. homes for 52 years—Dr. Thacher's Liver
21 one-cent stamps for the book in plaintiff claims that he did
Courtney's corner of an 18 acres tract
Mrs. Davis Burrus, daughter, and paper covers, or 31 stamps for cloth able work on the place preparing for Cansler formerly of Hopkinsville, and Blood Syrup.
of land, a black oak and small hickMiss Sandy Bailey passed through binding. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
ory and white oak pointer; thence S
the city Monday enroute to Hopkins- Buffalo, New York.
84}i W 128 A3oles to a stone in the
ville....Mrs. J.F. Danforth, who has
Poor-house road; thence S:21 E with
been visaing relatives in this section,
said road 86% poles to a stake on the
returned to her home in Hopkinsville
west side of said road; thence with
Wednesday.—Fairview Review.
Davis' line on the west side of said
road S 14 E 48 poles to two white
[Successor to Layne Sr, Moseley]
oaks, Davis' corner; thence with the
west edge of said mid and another
of his lines S. 1,
12 W 41 pOles to a
Congressman Francis Shober, of
white oak; thence S 5 W 133i poles
New York, and Judge James P. Tarto a stake, small sugar tree and two
vin, of Covington, spoke Saturday
dogwood pointers; thence S 81 E 87!2
poles to a stone near the gate,Isfartin
night at the courthouse in the interDavis' corner; thence with his line N
est of William Randolph Hearst's
17E44 poles to :stake and cherry tree
candidacy for the Democratic nomipointers;thence N2E 120 pqles to the
nation for president. They were in(Cablegram.)
beginning,containing 102 acres, more
L. &
trnduced
by Mr. John C. Duffy. The
or less.
NEW CHWANG, May 17.—The
Said property is sold fori the pur- Russian evacuation of this place is audience was very small.
pose of division.
complete. The gunboat Seroirsh re- ,
For the purchase price t e purchThe Illinois Republicans are exaser must execute bond with approv- mains but will be destroyed.
pected to spend another day in fruited surety or surities, beaifing legal
The Japanese are within fifteen
less balloting for goveni r. It is said
We keep a supply of horses and mule on hand at all times
interest from the: day of pale until miies of Hai Cheng and a battle is
chance
to
no
has
horse"
"dark
that
a
paid and having the force and effect expected
that are for sale. People who want to buy or sell stock are
there.
of a Replevin Bond. Biddlers will be
win.
respectfully invited to be on band each Saturday.
prepared to comply promptly with
Head Carpenter.
•
these terms.
The Illinois Central will sell round
,I
Will Salter has been appointed trip tickets to Paducah on May 16th
DOUGLAS BELL,
carpenter at the Western Ken- to 21st inclusive, limited to 22nd for
head
Master Commssioner.
tucky Asylum for the Insane. He return, at rate of $2 60. Account of
A free bottle of Dr.?healer's Liver and succeeded Albert Kelly.
carnival.
Blood Syrup will be sent to any reader of
Sable
this palter who will write to the Thither' °DIV Earir.11811111111
For Plies. awns.Serf).
This *snows anis Oise
Idedicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
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Notes About Peoplt
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....You can make this amount by purchasing your Queensware from us-- •
•
"A dollar saved is a dollar made." In •
•
to order to reduce our immensestock we /
4
• will place on sale for TFN DAYS only
•• our entire line of French and German
•
• China and English Semi-Porcelean
•
•
•• AT TEN PER CENT OFF.
•
•
....We will also offer during this sale
two handsome patterns of English
Dinner Ware at 25 PER CENT OFF.
•
• ....This is an opportunity to replinish •
•
• your China closet that you cannot
•• afford to miss.
•
•
....We would also call attention to our
celebrated Mogul Swing,Hammocks,
•
Water Coolers, North Star Refrigera• tors, Ice Chests and other seasonable
•
• goods at prices that will please you.
;•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

4nd

Commissioner's
Sale.

FORBES MFG. CO.

E. MOSELErt

RUSSIANS
EVACUATING
NEW CHINK

Will hold AUCTION SALES OF

HORSES and MULES
monthly in their new stable on 9th St.,
N. depot
near

Thc First SATURDAY 111 Evcry Month

•
0-4

YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.

•
•
•

DeWitrs

mitzi

J. E. MOSELEY,

Ninth Street, near 1..48c N. depot, Hopkinsvilie, Ky.

Adc•4114.02iMins...
iftsi••••••••

4•11
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PREACHER HAD GUN

RUNAWAY ACCIDENT

Commissioner's
Sale.

Commissioner's
Sale.

Circuit Court, Ky.
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
R. H. Wilsot,'s adm'r
Charles E. West,
)
and others
SHOT TWICE AT AN ENAgainst
Against
Eqt;ity.
The Planters Bank dr Trust Equity.
Laura A. Wilson and
EMY.
C)., Committee for
others
Martha F. West
By virtue of a judgment and order
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian Circuit Court of sale of the Christian Circuit Court,
A Sensational Encounter rendered at the February term there- rendered at the February term thereof, 1904, in the above cause, I shall of, 1904, in the above cause, I shall
Occurs on a Sleeping
preceed to offer for sale at the court proceed to offer for 9,1e, at the courtCar.
nouse door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to house door, in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
the highest and best bidder at Public the
highest and best bidder at Public
Auction, on Monday, the 6th day of Auction, on Monday the 6th day
of
June 1904, between the hours of 11 a. June 1904, between the hours of 11 a.
(Special to New Era.)
m. and 2 p. m., (being court court m., and 2 p. m.,(being
County Court
TEXARKANA, Tex., May 3 — day) upon a credit of six months, the day), upon a credit of Six months
There was a sensational shooting af- following described property, towit: the following described property toA 221 85-100 acre tract of laud ly- wit:
fray on the eastbound Texas and Paing on the Hopkinsville and NashA trick cottage in the city of Hopcific train coming into Texarkana ville road, near Salubria, in Chriskinsville, Ky., and which fronts on
between Revs. J. B. Uranfill and S. tian county, Kentucky, and a part of
Liberty stieet 56 feet aim runs back
L. Hayden. Cranfl11 fired two shots the tract of land conveyed to dece- 132 feet and 9 inches to a ten foot alPetree and ley,
from a magazine pistol at Rev. Hay- dent and W. B.Nourse by
which has been opened in the
Yancey and afterwards divided by rear of said lot,
running from Fourth
den while the latter was struggling
decedent and said Nourse, by deed of to Fifth streets.
Said lot lies immefor the possession of the weapon. partition of date, Nov. 14th,
1890, and diately South of
the lot owned by
Neither shot took effect.
bounded as follows:
Mrs. Fannie Tate and between said
The encounter occurred in the lav- "Beginning at a stone in the center lot and the residence lot of Mrs. Nanatory of the sleeper, on which both of the road, a corner with Holland, nie M. Carpenter. For a more parand running N 26-23 E 2032 feet to a ticular description
reference is here
men were en route to the Southern
stake, a new corner with lot No. 2; made to Deed
Book
91, page 103.
Baptist convention at Nashville, thence with Penick's line N. 57-30W
Said property is sold to satisfy a debt
Tenn. The Rev. Cranfill was arrested 1226 58-100 feet to a stone corner with
due plaintiff.
on his arrival here and arraigned be- Lowry; thence with said Lowry's
For the purchase price, the pars feet to a stake, chaser
fore Justice Henry. on a charge of line, S 28-30 W 181 i
must execute bond with apanother corner with Lowry; thence proved surety or
sureties, bearing leassault to murder. He waived exam- with Lowry's line N 84 W
15973 feet gal interest from the day of sale unination and was released on $1,000 to a stake in Harrison's line; thence
til paid and having the force and efwith said line S 33-19 W 1832 feet to
bond.
fect of a Fteplevin Bond. Bidders will
The encounter,:it is alleged, grew a stake in the Nashville road;thence be prepared to comply promptly
with the middle of .taid road N 61
out of past differences, legal and perwith these terms.
W 1065 feet to a stake, corner with
DOUGLAS BELL,
sonal, between the two men. Hayden Yancey; thence with Yancey's line
Master
Commissioner.
was accompanied by his wife and S 32 W 29l93 feet to an original cordaughter and Cranfill by a party of ner, marked with a piece of'T' railroad iron; thence S 25-30 W 143 feet
friends.
to a stake in the north line of the L.
Sick headache results from a difi & N. railroad right of.way; thence
ordered stomach and is quickly cured with said right of way S 65-15 E 1330
by Chamberlain's Stomach and Liv- feet to a stake, corner to lot No. 2;
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
er Tablets. For sale by L. L. Elgin. thence with the line of lot No. 2 N 32
Mrs. M. F. Weaver's
Pile
E 2970 feet to a stake in the center of
Adm'r et al
Equity
Against
the Nashville road, another corner
with lot No. 2; thence with the said Etta Faulkner et al
By virtue of a judgment and orroad S 62-15 E 16653 feet to a stake;
der
of sale of the Christian circuit
(Special to New Era)
thence S 58-20 E 628 feet to a stake;
court,
rendered at the Frbruary term
HENDERSON, Ky., May 13.— thence still with said road S 59-15 E
thereof.
1904, in the above cause„1I
William Egard, who represented the 480 feet toithe beginning."
shall
proceed
to offer for sale, at the
Said lands are sold for the payment
New York Life Insurance company
of debts against the estate of the de- courthouse door in Hopkinsville, Ky,
in this city for several years, has cedent.
to the highest and best bidder, at
for
been Indicted on two counts
For the purchase price, the purch- public auction, on Monday, the ath
fraudulent proceedings in procurin; aser must execute bond with approv- day of June,I1904, between the hours
of 11 a. m. and 2 p. m.,(being county
life insurance policies. He was ar- ed surety or surities, bearing legal
interest from the date of sale until court day), upon a credit of six
rested and admited to ba.Pin the
paid and having the force and effect months, the following described
sum of $1,500. Sensational develop- of a Replevin Bonds. Bidders will property, towit: Two tracts of farmments have resulted from suits be prepared to comply promptly with ing lands situated in the southern
portion of Christian county, Kentucbrought by the company for the sur- these terms.
ky, and in the Herndon neighborDOUGLAS
BELL,
render of policies issued on persons
hood,
and bounded as follows, viz:
Master Commissioner.
in Henderson county. Detectives
FIRST TRACT.
are still at work in this section, and
Beginning at a stake in the road,
it is thought that much fraudulent
wall/five black-jacks marked as
pointers, S E corner to a lot conveyed
work will be unearthed.
to Mrs. Weaver, and in McKnight's
A,11-•es.
line;
thence N
W., with Mrs.FanChristian Circuit Court, Ky.
Cured His Mother of RheuWeaver's
nie
line,
824 poles to a stake
R. J. Cooper's, Admr.
matism.
In John Y. Young's heirs' line;
Against
Equity.
"My mother has been a sufferer for R. M. Hester, et al.
thence S 134 W 42 poles to a stake in
many years with rheumatism," says
By Virtue of a Judgment and Or- John Young's heirs' tract,and corner
W H Howard, of Husband, Pa. "At der dof Sale of the Christian Circuit
to heirs' of Jerry Weaver; tbene 8
times she was unable to move at all, Court, rendered at the February
88
E 320 poles to a stake, N E corner
while at other times walking was term thereof, 1904, in the above t
to Jerry Weaver's heirs' tract;
painful. I presented her with a bot- cause, I shall proceed to offer for
thence N 2 E 44 poles to the begintle of Chamberlain's Pain Balm and sale, at the Courthouse door in Hopning, containing 90 acres, as shown
after a few applications she decided
It was the most wonderful panre- kinsville, Ky., to the highest and by deed recorded in deed book 66 at
liever she had ever tried, in f t, she best bidder, at Public Auction, on page 384.
Is never without it now and i at all Monday the 6th day of June 1904, beSECOND TRACT.
times able te walk. An occasional tween the hours of 11 a. m., and 2 p.
application of Pain Balm keeps away
Beginning at a post oak, Mcthe pain that she was formerly trou- in.,(being County Court day,) upon Knight's corner, and one of Mrs. S.
bled with. For sale by L. L. Elgin. a credit of six months the following B.Weaver's
original corners; thence
described property, to wit:
S 2 W 72 poles to a stake in the road,
A certain tract or parcel of land in
with five trees marked as pointers,
Christian County, Kentucky, conand Mrs. James Weaver's N E cortaining one hundred acres more or
ner; thence N 88W 324 poles to a
Era.)
and bounded as follows:
New
less
(Special to
stake in Young's heirs' line; thence
"Beginning at a stone in the Dover
NASHVILLE, Tenn., May 13.—
with said line N 34 E 29 poles to a
road opposite Garner's residence;
Joshua Levering, of Baltimore, was
stake,corner to Young's heirs' tract;
thence N.88 W.23 poles to a stone
re-elected president of the board of and,and pointers J. S. Ragsdale's thence 8 8834 E 93 a poles to a stake
trustees of the Southern Baptist corner; thence with his line N. 14W. with two post oak pointers; thence N
Theological Seminary at a meeting 64 poles to a stake, another corner to 64 E 46 poles to a stake; thence S 88
here. The Rev. Dr. Carter Helm Ragsdale's; thence N.88 W.98 poles E 227 poles to the beginning corner,
Jones was chosen state manager for to a stake and pointers in the Trigg containing 122 acres, and being the
Kentucky of the Baptist Poung Peo- County line; thence with said line same land conveyed to M. F. Weaver
N. to E.69 poles to a stake and point- by deed recorded in deed book 56 at
ple's Union.
ers new corner to timber; thence
with new line S. 88 E. 76 poles to a page 386.
Said land is sold for the satisfaction
stake and pointers, new corner;
Ladies and Children
thence with new line N.6 W.70 poles of debts and for division, and will be
Who can not stand the shocking to a stake in the original N. line; offered first separately and then as a
strain of laxative syrups and cathart- thence with said line S. 88 E.70 poles whole, and the best bid or bids will
the edge of a pond, new
ic pills are especially fond of Little to a stake in
thence
with new line S.6 E. be accepted.
corner;
Early Risers. All persons who find
For the purchase price, the
It necessary to take a liver medicine 157 poles to a stake and pointers in chaser must execute bond withpurapshould try these easy pills, and com- the Dover road; thence with said proved surety or surities, bearing
pare the agreeably pleasant and road S. 60 W.39 poles to the begin- legal interest from the day of sale
strengthening effect with the na- ning; it being the same tract of land until paid and having the force and
useating and weakening conditiohs lying in the S. W. portion of Chris- effect of a replevin bond. Bidders
will be prepared
following the use of other remedies. tian County near Lafayette, Ky., with these terms.to comply promptly
Little Early Risers cure biliousness, and deeded to kefendants by the
DOUGLAS BELL, .
constipation, sick headache, Joan- said R. J. Cooper, deceased, by deed
Master Commissioner.
diee. malaria and liver troubles. of record in the Christian County
We promptly obtain V. B. and Foreign
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Clerk's Office in Deed Book No, 81
at page 84."
Or sufficient thereof to produce the
The coroner's jury, which investisums of money ordered to be made,
gated the death of Edward L. Wentz, amounting $754.41. For
the purchase
the Philadelphia millionaire, whose price,'the purchaser must execute
Send model,sketch or photo of invention for
free report on rentabill . For free book,
body was found near Big Stone Gap, bond with approved surety or sureHow to Secure I)I
*rite
nm iL
Patents and
Va., returned a verdict of accidental ties, bearing legal interest from the
day of salo until paid and having the
killing by the discharge of his pistol.
force and effect of a Beplevin Bond.
The majority of the people believe it Bidders will be prepared to comply
a case of suicide, but the Wentz fam- promptly with these terms.
OPPUSITE U.S 'ATENT OFFICE
DOUGLAS BELL,
ily is said to be of the opinion that
WASHINGTON.n.c.
Master Commissioner,
death was due to foul play.
Christian

COLLEGE CADETS ARE
THROWN FROM BUGGY.

A Remedy That No One Is
Afraid To Take,
Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup
has been used in thousands of homes for
fifty-two years with perfect confidence

WITHOUT A
RIVAL
OR A PEER
IN THE CURE
OF DISEASE

Vehicle Demolished—Horse
Badly Injured and Had
To Be Killed.

and the most remancable results.

Life P.ant

The great success of this remedy is due
to the fact that its formula ( which consists of Buchu, Hydrangea, Mandrake,
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Sarsaparilla,
Gentian, Senna and Iodide of Potassium)
has been freely published.
Doctors and Druggists everywhere do
not hesitate to recommend a preparation
which

they know

contains the

best-

knovm remedies for correcting all irreg"m&arities of the Liver, Kidneys or Blood,
the diseases caused by the failure of
these functions to perform their proper
And

W

work.
Thousands of sick

ones to

whom life

has been a burden have written grateful
letters that others might profit by their
experience.
BLOOMING GROVE, Tax., Nov. 13, 1902.

Pwas suffering terribly with indigestion and
kidney trouble and sent to my druggist for
something to relieve me.
As he sent me a package of Dr. Thacher's
Liver and Blood Syrup I concluded to try it,
and now I am deeply grateful to my druggist
as well as to you.
I had been a sufferer from these things and
a general run-down condition for ten years,
and had only received temporary relief from
other medicines. But after using not quite two
packages o' your Liver and Blood Syrup I feel
as stout an hearty as I ever did in my life,and
I am satisted that I am entirely cured. I feel
no symptoms whatever of kidney trouble, and
my digestion is as good as any living man's.
I can now eat whatever I choose.
I never had any remedy give me such quick
and permanent relief, and I can not put• correct estimate on the value your medicine has
been to me. I would not take any amount of
Very gratefully yours
money for it.
J. C. BROWN.
If you need a medicine write to-day for a

(From Friday's Daily.)
Yesterday while driving downlEast
Seventh street, Messrs. Ewell Majors and Edward Williams, two pu
pils (if South Kentucky College,were
badly bruised by the horse running
awayt and throwing them out. The
runaWay was caused by the breaking
of some part of the harness which allowed the buggy to run down on the
horse. The buggy was hurled against
a tree at Seventh and Clay streets,
completely demolishing the vehicle,
throwing the boys some distance and
breaking one as the horse's legs. The
buggy was a mass of splintered timbers and Was gathered together and
hauled off in a wagon like so much
rubbish. The horse, a valuable animal, had to be killed. The boys
were, badly bruised and shaken up,
but their injuries are not serious.
Williams is from Henderson. Majors is a son of Mr. E. W. Majors, of
South Christian.

stands peerless
and alone as
the
sovereign
remedy for the speedy and permanent cure of Rheumatism, Catarrh
and all diseases of the blood.

Miss Mary Mummy, unrichavine, 0.,
says:

I had rheumatism, very painful, limbs
and feet so badly swollen that I could not
wear my shoes. Tried various remedies
but aould get no relief until I was induced to try Life Plant. When I had
taken one bottle the swelling and pain
were all gone and have not returned. I
feel decidedly better every way. Cannot
say too much for Lilt) Plant.

NO CURE NO PAY is our guaranIt is the most certain cure for
diseases of the blood on the market.
If you feel badly why not take a
bottle, just the thing to tone up the
system.
tee.

Manufactured bY

THE LIFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON. OHIO.

Notes AboutPeople
(From Friday's Daily.)
Mr. Will Cummings has returned
from St. Louis.

Mr. J. B. Alexander, of Cadiz was
the city today.
In
free sample bottle and "Dr. Thacker's
From the Chapin, S. C. News:
Health Book."
'Nos eymptoms for &dries.
Mr. R. A. Cook has gone to Glen
Early in the spring my wife and I
We *imply ask you to try it at our ear
pease. We know what it will do.
were taken with diarrhoea and so se- Cairn, Ky., to visit Mr. E. P. WilFor sato by alt Druggists—two sizes—SO
vere were the pains that we called a kins.
emits and $1.00.
physician who prescribed for us, but
THACHEB MEDICINE CO.,
Dr. and Mrs. John D. Clardy are
Chattanooga, Tenn.
his medicines failed to give any relief. in Nashville to attend the Southern
A friend who had a bottle of Cham- Baptist conference.
berlain's Colic, Cholera and DiorMrs. S. G. Buckner is attending
rhcea'Remedy on hand gave each of
us a dose and we at once felt the ef- the sessions of the Southern:Baptist
fects. I procured a bottle and before conference in Nashville.
using the entire contents we were enMrs. T. P. Allen, of St. Elmo, has
tirelylcured. It is a wonderful reme- gone to Evansville to undergo treatdy and should be found in every ment in Walker's sanitarium.
household. H. C. Bailey, Editor.
Mrs. Annie Garnett and Mrs. 0. J.
This remedy is for sale by L. L. ElDigests what you eat. gin.
Smith left this morning for Nash'This preparation contains all of the
ville to attend the Southern Baptist
digestants and digests all kinds of
convention.
food. It gives instant relief and never
fails to cure It alllws you to eat all
Mrs. Lizzie Lewis is visiting Mrs.
the food you want. The most sensitive
E. Leigh at Hopkinsville....Mrs.
R.
sstomachs can take it. By its Ise many
T. W.Day and son, of Hopkinsville,
(Special to New Era)
%ousands of dyspeptics have been
everything
else
failed.
It
e-pred after
INDIANAPOLIS, May 13.—At the are visiting relatives at Daysville.—
prevents formation of gas on the stomElkton Times.
ach, relieving all distress after eating. Democratic state convention yesterDieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take. day the delegation to the national
Mr. Howard Stowe has returned
from El Paso, Texas. His wife, who
It can't help
convention was instructed for Alton
has been at El Paso since last Aubut do you good
Prepared only by E. O. Dit W'Tr &Co., Ohicagob B. Parker for the presidential nom- gust, returned with him and her
Thar **tie contains 24, times the SOc.OPP' inaticin and the unit rule was prehealth shows some improvement.
Bold by R C Hardwick scribed to govern them. In spite of Mrs. George E. Gary and little
the noisy claims of strength made daughter, of Hopkinsville, visited
Established MSC
by the Hearst managers, the New Mrs. W.E. Forgy this week ...Mrs.
40 years successful record.
York newspaper man was run over Frank Bassett and children, of Hopkinsville, are visiting Mrs. R. Paine
and completely flattened out,.not a
....Mrs. Herschel Porter has arrived
single issue contended for by hino from Louisville to spend the sumhaving been successful.
mere—Pembroke Journal.

An Open Letter.

Dyspepsia Cure

ALL FOR PARKER

4the Great Business Training
School of Louisville

Whooping Cough.

"Ia the spring of 1901 my children
had wooping cough," says Mrs D W
Capps, ef Capps, Ala. "I used
offers the latest and best
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy with
methods, and the most commost satisfactory results. I think
the
plete course of study in
this is the most satisfactory remedy
I have ever seen for whooping
cough." This remedy keeps the
cough loose, lessens the severity and
frequency of the coughing spells and
Penmanship, Shorthand, Typcwrit counteracts any tendency toward
pneumonia. For sale by L. L Elgin.
lag and other branches
pertaining toe
Trustees.

Vszt\Ucix,\N

Re-Elected

BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
ofilebool open the entire year.
Students may enter at any time.

J. W.Cross and F. B. Massie have
been re-elected school trustees at
Pembroke.

Eczema, Itching HuELEGANT CATALOGUE FREE Cures

E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
N. E. Cor. 23 and Walnut Sts.

mors, Pimples and Carbuncles.—Costs Nothing to Try.

One of the greatest blessings a
modest man can wish for is a good,
reliable set of bowels. If you are not
tbe happy possessor of such an outfit
you can greatly improve the efficiency of those you have by the judicious use of Chamberlain's Stowaeh and Liver Tablets. They are
pleasant to take and agreeable in efleCt. For sale by L. L. Elgin.

Women as .Well as Men
Are Made Miserable by
Kidney Trouble.
Kidney trouble preys upon tie mind, dis
;ourages and 'essens ambition; beauty, vigc,i
and cheerfulness soon
disappear when the kidneys are oti: of order
or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
for a child to be born
afflicted with weak kidneys. If the child urinates too often, if the
urine scalds the flesh or if, when the child
reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the cause of
the difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards Ch..: treatment of
these important organs.
This unpleasant
troitble is due to a diseased condition of ine
ki_!neys and bladder and not to a habit as
most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made miss
-.table with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect et
Swamp-Root is soon realizea. It is soldt

B. B. B.(Botanic Blood Balm) is
now recognized as a certain and sure
cure for eczema, itching skin, humors, scabs, scales, watery blisters,
pimples,aching bones or joints, boils,
carbencies, prickling pain in the
skin, old, eating sores, ulcers, etc.
Botanic Blood Balm taken internally
Effective Sunday March 20th cures
the worst and most deep-seatTRAIN NO, 9.
ed cases by enriching, purifying and
Passenger—Daily, Except Sunday. vitalizing the blood, thereby giving
600 a m a healthy blood supply to the skin.
Lv. Hopkinsville
7.30 a m Botanic Blood Balm is the only cure,
Ar. Clarksville .
8.45 am
Ar. Ashland City
awful, an10.00 a m to stay cured, for these
Ar. Nashville
noying skin troubles. Heals every
by druggists, in fiftyTRAIN NO 11.
sore and gives the rich glow of health cent and one dollar
Mixed—Daily Except Sunday.
to the skin. Builds up the broken sizes. You may haw.; a
9.00 a m down body and makes the blood red sample bottle by mail
Lv. Hopkinsville
1.80 p m
Ar. Clarksville
free, also pamphlet tell- Home of &ramp-Root.
.3:30 p m and nourishing. Especially advised ing all about it, including many of the
Ar. Ashland City
6'00 pm for chronic, old cases that doctors, thousands of testimonial letters received
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AND STILL NOM WARE WANTS OUT ILLNESS WAS BRIEF STATE CONVENTIONOPANESE ADE MESAS ON **el
THE RUSSIANS ARE RETREATING.
HERE
COST OF LIVING HIGHEST HAS HAD ENOUCH OF DEATH OF MR. WILLIAM OF UNIVERSALISTS
THIS WEEK
WASHINCTOM LIFE.
H. FAXON.
EVER RECORDED.

Growth of Expenses Is Fruit Cause Is Not Known, But Funeral Services Thursday
He Has Clashed With
at Christian Church.—Inof the Republican
terment in Hopewell.
His Superior.
Policies.

implements, is mber and building
materials,drugs and ehemicals,house
furnishing goods and miscellaneous
commodities.
In making his report the statistician uses the method pursued by all
leading authorities of the world, and
In comparing the prices for 1903 wi'h
former years he reduces the price of
the preceding thirteen years to an
average price for that period. He
places this average price always at
100. The decrease or increase in the
cost for 1903 is expressed in percentage as compared with the 100 standard.
The first table shows that the average relative prices of all commodities
were higher in 1903 than at any time
since and including 1890. Farm products reached the lowest average in
1896 and the highest in 1902. Cloth
and clothing were lowest in 1897 and
highest in 1890. Fuel and lighting
were lowest in 1894 and high3st in
1903. Metals and implements were

strovsE

P. WARE.

at his post for a while longer, as
there is no desire to select a new
commissioner during the national
campaign, and it is probable Mr.
Ware will remain at the head of the
pension office until after election.
The commissioner declines to dist:3108e his reasons for wishing to re-

JOHN C. LATHAM

At the meeting of Ned Meriwether
Camp, No. 241, U. C. V., Saturday,
Mr. John C. Latham was unanimously elected an honorary member
in reeognition of his splendid tribute
to the South in the erection of the
monument in Hopewell cemetery
in memory of the unknown Confederate dead, and in attestation of the
love and esteem which all the veterans of the camp feel for him. Mr.
Latham was himself a Confederate
soldier, having entered the ermy as
a private and continuing in the service until the final surrender.

USE BLOODHOUNDS
IN AN EFFORT TO CATCH
A THIEF.

of his official acts.

Two Initiated.
Messrs. "David Smith and Will
Terry were initiated last night into
thli mysteries of the Elks lodge.

Sue Railroad.
Messrs. S. M. and Kee R. cKee
have brought suit in the name of
MeKee & Company against the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Cornpanyi for $400 damages. They state that
on March 1, 1904, a wagon drawn by
a pair of mules was struck at the
Clarksville crossing by one of the
defendant's trains, resulting in the
death of one mule, the serious
wounding of the other and much
damage to the wagon and harness.
They claim that they were damaged
in the sum prayed for, and that the
aceident was due to the negligence
and carelessness of the employes on
the defendant's train.
,••••••••

,••••••••••".••••

B. F• C.
Craduates Recital.

(From Wednesday's Daily)
Soon after supper Tuesday night
unknown thief stole seven pair of
oes from the store of Bassett & Co.
The thief broke the glass in a rear
window but could not get inside on
account of the bars. He procured a
long stick and fastening s hook in
the end managed to reach and secure
the shoes in this manner. On entering'sthe store shortly after eight

From Wednesday's Daily.
The state convention of the Universalist church will meet at the
Universalist church in this city next
Friday at 9:0 a. m. and continues in
session three days.

The following program has been
arranged for the meeting. Friday
sorrow.
Mrs. Faxon, the wife of the de- 9:30 a. m:
Organization, president's address,
ceased, had been very ill of erysipelas and he had been nursing her with appointment of committees, sermon.
2 p. m. Report of committees, adtender devotion. Last Friday night
he lay down on a couch to take a nap dress of Prof. D. L. Teague, of St.

ingon NewChwang. and the Russian Japanese are practically in control
guard there is preparing to evacuate of all the southern end of the Liao
before the arrival of the Mikado's Tung peninsula. Officials at St. Petersburg virtually admit that Dalny
troops.
The Russians were driven out of has been destroyed and New Chwang
Kai Chou Monday.
evacuated by the Russians, who will
concentrate their forces for the deTOKIO, May 18.—Two Japanese fense or Port Arthur. Lieut. Gen.
divisions are now near Mukden for Count Keller will take command of
the purpose of cutting off Kuropat- the Second Siberian army division in
place of Gen. Zassalitch removed.
kin's line of retreat north.

W.P. Winfree

T. S. Knight

Willfrce & Knight,

and the point of a pair of scissors in Uharles; Effect of Universalist dochis pocket made a slight abrasion on trine on character, general discushis side. Erysipelas quickly devel- sion.
8 p. m.—Sermon:
oped and,despite the most careful atThe seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
Saturday 9:30 a. m.—Song, prayer ba d we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
tention and the best medical skill,
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will adthe disease caused his death about and praise service. Election of offi- vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnish
cers
prospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to them
five o'clock this morning.
Come
to see us if 3 ou want to sell, it costs you nothing if you fail.
Sermon.
Mr. Faxon was a native Kentuck414 acres of the finest south Christian land on Clarksville pike, one mile
2 p. m.—Business, sermon.
ian and was fifty-three years of age.
from two railroad station, L & N and T C. Susceptible of division into 8
tracts with improvements on each, dwellings, tobacco barns, tenant houses
school;
11
a.
Sunday
9:30
Sunday:
and
county
Todd
was
born
in
He
stables, etc. Will be sold as a whole are divided to suit purchasers. Come
came to Hopkinsville to reside when rn., sermon; 8 p. m., sermon.
and see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
Rev. Mrs. A. J. Irwin preaches toGood farm of 155 acres, located near Howell, Ky. This farm is well
a young man. He was a nephew of
has house of 3 rooms, good tenement house of 3 rooms, two large
fenced,
Mr. John W. Faxon, formerly of this night, and every night this week.
new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty of stock
water, new smoke house and other outbuildings and about 20 acres good
city, but now of Chattanooga, Teen.
Will be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
timber.
Dogwood Doings.
He had charge of the books of the
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land, 3 dwellings, one store h prise with
good trade established, blacksmith shop and postoffice with daily mail
firm of Wheeler & Mills, tobacco
mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom. CapaciThe
Dogwood, May 18.—Rev. T. D.
warehousemen, and after the death
ty of 50 barrels of flour eer day. Thoroughly equipped short system roller
mill. About 4 miles, from railroad and no other mill within four miles. A
of Mr. Mills became a member of the Moore preached here last Sunday.
splendid chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good reason for
Mr. Monroe Boyd has moved his selling.
firm. He remained in the tobacco
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 30 acres in timber, good 5 room dwelling,
business until a few years ago. Late- sawmill to Mr. W. R. Oates farm
outhouses, stable. tobacco barn; within 5 miles of Hopkinsville, fine truck
ly he had been connected with the where he will remain for some time, farm.
A fine productive farm of 135 acres in one of the best neighborhoods
Forbes Manufacturing company. as he has quite a good deal of timber
in Christian county, about five miles from Hopkinsville and quarter mile
Since May 1896 he nad been a mem- to saw.
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn and
stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orchard and about 20 acres
large
ber of the board of public school
Mrs. Mollie McChord is quite sick
in timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
trustees and took the keenest inter at present.
A splendid farm of 300 acres in one of the best sections of Southern
Kentucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a good comfortable dwelest in advancing the standard of the
Mr. Chas. Lindsey is all smiles. ling house, cistern, ice house, 3 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with capschools.
He is the happy father of a fine girl. acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orchard; in one mile of depot on one
railroad and 3 miles from depot on another. Good schools and churches
He was married to Miss Kate AtThe people of this community re- convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold at a bargain.
kinson, and his wife and three chilgret very much to learn of the death
A fine farm of 400 acres within one buildings. All in excellent repair.
dren, Mrs. Gabe Payne, Miss Kathmile
of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five Price and terms reasonable.
of Miss Effie Wood. She was well
acres in fine timber. This farm is
erine Faxon and Lawson Faxon,surGood residence on corner of Main
known, having taught school here well fenced with hedge and wire and
and
1st streets, fronting 60 feet on
vive him. He was devoted to his
fourteen months, and was very much divided into five shifts, on each of Main by 200 feet deep. House has six
failing
water.
never
plenty
of
which is
family, kind, affectionate and genoms, good cistern, stable and ne •
admired by all who knew her.
This is one of the finest farms in the cessary out-buildings. For sale.
erous. His life was temperate, acKentucky,
of
best farming section
Miss Maud Uuderwood has been well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco
Twogood residence lots on Maim
tive and worthy of emulation, and
confined to her room for some time and all kinds of grasses. [`here is St. in Hopkinsville, well located.
he enjoyed the respect and confino better stock farm in the county. The only vacant lots on West side of
dence of all who knew him, and on account of a dislocation of her Improvements first class and in per- Main St. for sale at a low brice
tect repair, fine two-story ftame
Elegant lot b0x200 ft. on Jesup ayethere is none who will not testify to knee joint.
rooms,
veranda
-hie
dwelling
with
nue.
Goad home with 4 large rooms
his honesty, integrity and high moral
Mr. Walter Yancey and family of in front and porches in rear, four 2 porches, cistern outbuildings,shade
character.
frame tenant houses, two large new and fruit trees, Price $1,400.
Funeral services will take place Bluff Springs, visited Mr. J. W. tobacco barns, two graineries with
An elegant farm of 115 acres of
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat, 'land, on good public road, in one of
tomorrow morning at 10:30 o'clock Yancey's family last Sunday.
large stables, cow houses, tool house, the beat neighborhoods in South
from the Christian church, of which
Tobacco plants are very scarce in carriawe and ice house, two large
cis-' Christian, convenient to postoffice,
the deceased was a consistent this section, and it is thought
that a terns, in fact an ideal farm with schools and churches, in a high state
member, conducted by the Rev. H.
a beautiful lawn of four acres in front of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
very small crop will be planted.
of house. One of the most desirable and hall,onelarge,tobacco barn,good
D.Smith, the pastor. The interment
farms
irekhe state, in one of the best stables and cow house, buggy house,
The social at Mr. J. W. Underwill be in Hopewell cemetery.
neigh bcirbood s,convenient to schools 2 new cabins, smoke house, hen
The house, new wire fence, nice young
wood's Saturday night was very churches and good market.
Will
condition.
in
first-class
land
'orchard, grapes, rasp-berries and
In
much enjoyed by all present.
be sold on easy terms to suit pm- strawbernes,plenty of water, very,
A crowd of young people contem- chaser.
desirable, will be sold cheap and on
Ray & Fowler are moving from plate going to Pilot Rock Sunday.
512 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti- easy terms.
va,tion, ground lies very level and is• Some beautiful vise/int lots on Waltheir former quarters in Hotel Lat' very rich soil.
nut
stooarcereets. of desirable
Produced last year 76 bu. corn per
tham building to the store room on
farming land
asre, 21 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000 in Montgomery county, Tenn heaviMain and Ninth streets formerly octo 1 200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
lv timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
There are 225 acres of this farm in Ry. price $7.00 per acre.
cupied by the First National Bank.
red clover.
Fine farm of 282 acres in neighThe interior of their new store has
This place has a fine 10 room resi- borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
dence. large barns,good pond, 7 good bargain,
been remodeled, the floor tiled, ceilcisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of
suburban residence
ing metaled and other improvements
negro labor, is well fenced and beat- house two stories, 8 rooms, new and
AS
TO
ENGLISH
TAX
ON
ed on good public road, in Montgool- in good repair, about 7 acres of land,
made and the store now presents as
ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north of just outside the city limits on one of
STRIPS.
handsome au appearance as any in
Clarksville and 6 miles from nearest theb
residencestreet.
A
statioe.
the city.
nice
at Casky, Ky.
This place can be bought for only lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
ada
Since , onr last information has $45.00 per acre, $10,000.00 cash
two room office in yard; good
Miss Lackey Won.
balance on very easy terms, with is servants house, large good ice house,
been received by cable from England per cent. interest,
large stable and carriage house and
by some parties that the increased
Trice farm or 142 acres within all necessary out buildings; spleno:d
From Wednesday's Daily.
3 miles of Hopkinsville,on good puband fruit trees, never failing
Miss Ruby Lackey, daughter of duty had been fixed at six cer/ts on lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco shadegood
cistern; convenient to dewell,
len,douwtabtueirl.d negssiraarbidlep e n ts, pot, school and church; Smiles from
rtnim
, sbtearba
Dr. G. W. Lackey,of Pembroke, won all strips net taken out of bond and barn,
place Hopkinsville with good pike nearly
of
the oratorical contest in that city to arrive, while other cables assert will be sold cheap.
the whole distance. Splendid beatOne of the most desirable resider,- ion for a doctor.
last night, there being quite a num- that the matter has not been definces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet
Valuable store room on Main
ber of contestants and much interest itely settled, so that we presume the front by 268 feet deep House with
street. One of the best business loca
manifested. The prize was a hand- trade will be in suspense yet for an- beautiful shade and fruit trees, good tione in the city.
cistern, stable and all necessary outNice cottage on corner of Brows
some gold medal. Miss Lackey gave other two weeks, when it is stated buildings. All in excellent repair.
and Broad streets, 7 rooms
rooms, good outa reading :entitled "Ole Logan's the bill will again come up before Price and terms reasonable.
buildings, cistern, etc.
and
50 acres of fine land Ui miles from on reasonable terms.
Courtship." Mrs. W.T. Fowler ond Parliament for discussion, says the
Residence,5 rooms, stable, carriHopkinsville on Canton pike, good
Mr. Clifton Long, of this city, were Western Tobacco Journal. We un- spring and barn, fenced and has 20 age house and all necessary outbuildtwo of the judges of the contest.
derstand that much depends upon acres of timber. Very desirable ings good cistern and orchard. Two
acres of land adjoining South Kenproperty.
ter
what will be done with the question
tucky College, $1,500. Will sell this
Good
farm
of
160
acres,
2
miles
The Louisville and Nashville, the
of allowing drawback on stems and from Bennetstown Ky. Good house place at low price stud on easy terms
Illinois Central and the Louisville,
3 rooms, tenant house, good well,
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in ki
scraps, which manufacturers do not large tobacco barn,
good
frame
stamile
of mill, post office and church.
Henderson and St. Louis railroads
wish to use, but surrender to the ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber, Splendid house of ten rooms, large
have framed an agreement to protect
good level land and a desirable farm stable, 7 cabins for hands, 3 large
government to be destroyed. Until convenient to schools and
churches tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
rate
from
the
the export tobacco
this is settled no one can tell to what and on good road.
I good orchard. Farm in good condiThe
lower Ohio river territory.
tion and very productive. Will be
Cue
of
the
most
desirable
resi-;
extent the differential duty of six
dences on S. Virginia St., corner lot,! sold at a bargain.
North Atlantic port iines claim that
cents will affect the value of leaf as 86 feet front by 286 feet deep. House
Large two-story house and two
the agreement is hurtful to their incompared with strips, either in bond with beautiful shade and fruit trees acres of ground fronting on first
good cistern and all necessary Jut- street and running back to the river
terests, and may take retaliatory
or to be exported, although, judging
measures.
s
from the anxiety of some stemmers

REAL ESTATE.

lowest in 1898 and highest in 1900.
turn to Kansas, but it has been eviLumber and building materials were
dent for some time that his official
lowest in 1897 and highest in 1893.
birth has not been entirely to his
He has clashed several
tinies with his superior, Secretary
Hitchcock, who has overruled several opinions of the commissioner,
Elected Honorary Member and has ordered the reversal of some

of Ned Meriwether Camp
U.C. V.

(From Wednesday's raily.)
Mr. William H. Faxon died at an
early hour this morning at his residence on East Seventh street after a
brief illness of erysipelas. He was an
honorable, upright and popular gentleman and his death causes general

Czar's Troops Have Been Driven Out of Kai Chou.—Late
News From the Scene of War.

Business Meetings Today
and Saturday and SerCHEE FOO, May 18.—The Jape- I Dispatches from the scene of war
mons at Night.
are now steadily and rapidly advanc- in the Far East indicate that the

•

The average price of all commodi(Special to New Era)
ties in the United States in 1903 was
WASHINGTON, May 17.— Euthe highest in the last thirteen years. geee F. Ware, commissioner of penThis is shown in a bulletin of the de- sions, has handed his resignation to
partment of commerce and labor, in President Roosevelt, to take effect
which Labor Commissioner Carroll at he pleasure of the latter. The
D. Wright has undertaken to give resignation has been in the hands of
ttme knowledge of the increased the president for some time, but he
;oat of living. His report includes has urged the poet lawyer to remain
260 series of quotations, covering
farm products, food, cloth and clothing, fuel and lighting, metals and

AND

he graduates recital at Bethel
t
Fernale college will take place Sat-

,
urday night at 8 o'clock and a cordial
iuVitation to attend is extended to
the public. The program will be as
follows:
Mozart
1. Fantasia
Miss Elizabeth Wilson.
Schubert
2. Inpromptu
Miss Mary Curd
Mohi
3. Piano Duo, Ronde

o'clock, Mr. Bassett heard the noise
Misses Wilson and Hille
male by the thief, but did not think 4. Ronda Capiccioso..Mendelssohn
anything of it at the time and did
Miss Mayme Lam.
not discover the loss until after ten 5. !Polonnaise
Chopin
o'clock. Bloodhounds were put on
Miss Marie Hille.
the trail and followed it to Seventh 6 !C o. nceito in D
Mozart
street wnere it was lost.
Miss Mayme Lam.
of
the
Japanese OrOhestral Parts
Miss Curd
The determination

New:Store.

DOUBT REMAINS

to isolate Port Arthur absolutely, as
Capitalists representing an aggrea preliminary to the attack, is shown gate wealth of $0,000,000 spent yesby St. Petersburg despatches, which terday in Louisville, inspecting the
declare that fifty miles of the rail- Loaisville Independent Telephone
Rumors of a big land battle at Liao
north of Kin Chou has been dewhich is embraced Yang have reached New Cbwang,
yed, the Russian railroad guard company'... plant,
retesadng before the advance of the In the plans for a new transconti- where the booming of big guns could
nental system.
be bead faintly on Monday.
ISO Woes.

to buy and put up in leaf, it appears
to indicate that they feel satisfied.
It will be safer to prepare leaf than
strips.

s. settee,
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CATARRH

A COMMON
COMPLAINT.

Asmosomilmillimumin
Nothing has ever equalled L.
Nothing can ever surpass it.

Or. King's
New Discovery

Catarrh begins with a stubborn
cold in the head, inflammation or soreness
of the membrane or lining of
Text,
the nose, discharge of mucus matter,
headaches, neuralgia and diffic
Mark x. 43—Conunentar) Prepared
ult
breat
hing, and even in this early stage
is almost intolerable. But
Man is a millionaire many times over in
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
when
the
filthy
secretions begin to drop back
posses
the
sion of blood cells. Woman is
into the throat and stomach,
For ratraurT
and the blood becomes polluted and the
a ION ?Ace
$ 1 .00 A YEAR.
not quite so rich, for scientists have proven [Copyright, 1904, by American Press Association.) system
contaminated
that the normal number of red blood cells
ad
5k &OA
Since last lesson we have passed over
iimooL
DIS
by the catarrhal pois- I had a continual headache, my cheeks had grown
in adult men is five million; in women four
purple
,
my
the
record of Luke xvi, 1, to xviii, 34, on, then the
nose was always stopped up, my breath
Received at th e postufficel inRopkinsviii,- and a half million, to the square millimeter.
sufferer had a sickening and
A Perfect For All Throat and
disgusting odor, and I coughed
as second-olas4 wail matter
The normal cell is not absolutely round the last portion from Luke xviii,
incess
antly.
begin
s
I heard of S. S. S. and commenced to use
to
realiz
e
15,
what
a
Cure:
Lung Troubles.
in health, but, in disease, becomes ex- being
and after taking several bottle I was cured
found also in Matthew and Mark, disgusting and sicken- It
s
and
have never since had
tremely irregular in shape. Every one can
Money
back If It fails. Trial Bottles frt*
sympt
slight
the
est
om
of
the
be in perfect health and possess the mil- the story of the empty, helpless, de- ing disease Catarrh is. disease
'L. STORM,__
Miss MARY
Friday, May 24, 1904
lions of rich red blood corpuscles if they pendent little childr
It affects the kidneys Northwest Cox.. '7th and Felix Sta., St. Joseph, G.
en
whom
He
blessonly know how to go about it. Dr. R. V.
and stomach as well as other parts
Pierce, consulting physician to the Inva- ed and the rich young ruler who went
of the body. It is a constitutional
,
disea
se and as inhaling mixtures,
lids'
and
Hotel
Surgic
al
Institu
away
te, at Bufas he came, full of himself, his
— CLUBBING RATES:—
salves
, ointments, etc., are never more
falo, N. Y., advises every man and woman
I than palliative or helpful, even in
The WEEKLY Nsw ERA and the following to
righte
the
ousnes
s
and
his
begin
ning of Catarrh, what can
posses
prepar
sions. The you expect from
e for a long life by observing napaper one year:
such treatment when it becom chron
ture's laws. In the first place, if your saying stands, "He bath tilled the hunes
Twice-a-Vv
ic and the whole
Courier-Journal
81 50
system affected? Only such a
Semi-Weekly St. Louis Republic
remedy as S. S. S. can reach this obste1 50 digestion is faulty, and the food you gry with good things, and the rich He
Semi-Weekly Globe-Democrat
175 eat is not taken up by the blood and assim- bath sent empty
nat%deep-seated disease and purge the blood
away"(Luke 1, 53). The
Weekly Cincinnati Enquirer. ....
of the
1 50 ilated properly, you need a tonic and digescatarrhal poison. S. S. S. purifies and
Semi-Weekly Nashville American
1 50 tive corrector, something that will increase disciples emptied themselves of such as
build
s
up
the
Weekly Louisville Commerelal ....
1 26 the red blood corpuscles; he believ
diseased blood, and the inflamed
es in they had for His sake. As Peter said,
Tr -Weekly New York World;
membranes are
lab going about this in
nature's own way. "We have left all
healed and the excessive secretion of
Daily Louisville Post ..... .1.
... 2 50 Years
telling how to pre,are delicat
and have followed
mucus ceases
ago, in his active practice, he found
Home and Farm
;
when insth
1 85
ew,
and delicious dishes.
,e
Thee"
(Mark
rich
X,
blood
28),
and
is
alterat
that
our
an
comin
ive
National Magazine-Boston .1.
Lord
g
to
extrac
t of certain herbs
the diseased
said parts, and a permanent
1 7t
t
Weekly Atlanta Constitution I
that
and
roots,
in
put
the
up without the use of alcoregeneration, When He shall
... 1 75
kddress Liebig Co., P. 0 Box 17
S. S. S. is guaranteed purel
Weekly New York Tribune i ....... .. 1 25 hol, would put the liver, lungs
y
and heart sit in the throne of His glory, they shall
veget
able
ni,* %sink
and
reliab
a
le
Tr -Weekly New York Tribune
remed
y
... . 1 75 into fuller and more complete action.
Catarrh in all stages. Write
for
This sit upon twelve thrones
if in need of medical advice; this will
Farmer's Rome Journal, new
judgi
ng
medici
the
ne
he
called
you
Dr.
cost
Pierce's Golden
nothing.
subscribers only.
1 76
twelve tribes of Israel (Matt. xix, 28),
Special clubbing rates with any magazine Medical Discovery. By assimilating the
17IE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,
food
eaten, it nourishes the blood, and, in- and that those who forsake
GA.
newspaper published in the United States
Orre
gg7;j1fai
all
for
His
stead of the ill-shaped corpuscles, the per, sake
of saetheed, Serbs*
and
the
gospel
s
now
shall
not only
ExeliMilose, 8porwietirrikm.
son's blood takes on a rich red color and
0011706111POSS,
fDistrust,
the corpuscles are more nearly round. have a great reward hereafter, but
Loss
of Memory, de. will
Nervousness is only the cry of the starved shall receive a hundredfold (that
COURT DIRECTORY. nerves
make you a 8TRONG, Vlgoeis.
for food, and when the nerves are 10,000 per cent) in
oat Nan. Price 41.04
this present time,
House Work is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.
fed on rich red blood the person loses
10:08. $600.
with
persec
utions
.
Yet
people think
Bimetal Dimities* BMW
OIRCUIT °CURT —First Monday in June those irritable feelings, sleeps well at night
that a good investment which brings
site ease Box. Address
and fourth Monday in February and Sep- and feels refreshed in the morning.
10 per cent or less and virtually despise
fiallsni sus Lifted as.
tember.
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
2919 Luas/Ava.
QUARTERLY OCURT —Second Mondays
If you want to know about your body, the Lord's 10,000 per cent.
4T.".OUIR. • NM
As to the persecutions we may be
read Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
In January, April. July and October.
FISCAL COURT—FirstTuesday in April Adviser, which can be had for the cost of called upon to endure, Paul says that
mailing, 31 cents in one-cent stamps for the they are
snd October.
not worthy to be compared
00U3TY °CURT—First Momlay in every cloth-bound book, or 21 stamps for the with the glory
(Horn. viii, 18) and that
paper•covered volume. Ica pages. Admonth.
dress Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
they all work out for us a far more exDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cleanse
ceeding and eternal weight of glory
the
bowels and stimulate the sluggish liver.
(II.
Cor. Iv, 17). Our Lord is now on
— ADVERTISING RATES:—
His
way to Jerusalem td offer Himself
One inch, first insertion
$ 1 60
a sacrifice for the sins of the world,
One inch,one month. ....
800 their work is done, and are
supplant,- and
One inch, three months
6 00
for at least the third time He plainOne inch, six months.
000 ed by stronger races. It is
the sur- ly foretells what He is about to sufOne inch, one year
15(0
Additional rates may be had by applica- vival of the fittest. The Ameri
CHRISTIAN CIRCUIT COURT.
can fer, but this time a little more fully.
Nannie S. Caldwell, et al,
tion at the office.
He said that He would be mocked and
1
Transient advertising must be paid for in Indian has practically passed out
of spitefully entrea
advance.
ted and spitted on and
Against
Charges for yearly advertisbnients will be existence, and in his place is a highe
r
scour
ged
and
crucif
ied, but that the
()Heated quarterly.
Equity.
All advertisements inserted without spee- type of human beings.
third day He would rise again and that Fidelity Trust (1). Safety Vault
ded time will be charged for until ordered
out.
Company,Guardian,(lac.
Humanity can not stand still. It all this was written by the prophets
j
Announcement/ of Marriages and Deaths,
concerning Him. How strange to read
must
exceed
not
ing dve lines, and notices of
grow or die, and every nation that, although this seems to
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Chris
us so plain,
preaching published gratis.
tian Circuit Court, rendered at the February
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of. Respect, that is not on the up-grade must "They
understand none of these term thereof, 1904, in
the
above
cause
andother similar notices,live cents per line
,
I
shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court-house. door
things!" Compare Matt. xx, 17-19, and
in Hopeventually perish.
kinsville, Kentucky, to the highest and best bidde
Luke xviii, 31-34.
r. at PUBLIC AUCTION, on
Hawaii is simply a demonstration
We see how little interest they took
In His predicted sufferings, or, rather,
of the immutable law of nature.
that they did not receive a word of it,
by the fact, with which our lesson
For Congress,
Judge Allie W. Young, who Is opens
, that James and John, or, accordHON. A. 0. STANL*Y,
holdi
ng
court
ing
at
to
Matthew, their mother for them,
Owing
svill
e,
denies
of Henderson; 1
asks
that
he will do for them whatsothe report that he is going to apever they desire, and that is that they
Passing of a Nation.
point 250 sergeants-at-arms at the may sit, one on
His right hand and the (being County Court day) upon a credit of
one and two years, the following described property,
So ths Hawaiians are to follow the Democratic stare convention to en- other on His left, in His kingdom.
to-wit:
"Bei
lots
ng
or
parts
of lots in Stite's Addition to the City of Hopkinsvil
How utterly out of sympathy they
le as shown on plat record_
American Indians into oblivion, says force the rulings.
were, how lonely He was! No one un- ed in Will Book "V" page 35, Christian County Clerk's office
.
the Cincinnati Post.
Former Gov. R. L. Taylor has paid derstood Him, not even the disciple
Lot No. 1. The Eastern half of lot number 2, front
• The figures prove it, and the civil- into court at Knoxville, Tenn., $5,- whom He loved, who leaned upon His
ing 99 feet North Clay street and running
the
same
width between parallel lines 260 feet to the Louisville
bosom. They did not understand be& Nashville right of way.
ization of the white man seems only 500 in cash and given titles to his
cause they did not believe, and only
Lot No. 2. A part of the West one-half of Lot No. 2,
prope
rty
in
begin
Memp
his
ning at the Southeast corner of the
to
his
forme
i
to hasten the end.
thus were His sayings hid from them. West one-half of lot No. 1 on North Clay
Street and fronting 37 feet on North Clay Stree
wife who recently obtained a divorce "Thro
t, and running
ugh faith we understand" (Heb. back between parallel lines 132 feet.
In 1863 there
'
I Mf$ some 70000 purewith alimony.
xi, 3).
Lot No, 3. A part of the West one-half lot No. 2, begin
blood Hawaiians, and at that time
ning at the Southwest corner of the Was
Something seemingly worse than even one-half
of lot No. 1, on Liberty street, and fronting 494 feet on
the number began to dwindle until.
this
reques
Liberty street and running back 132 fags.
t
of
James
and
John
is
re
HOW'S THIS?
Lot No. 4. The Eastern one-half of Lot No. 3, fronting
corded as having occurred on the very
99
feet on North Clay Street and naming
according to the census figures of
We offer One Hundred Dollars renight before His crucifixion. He had back the same width between parallel lines 260 feet to the L. & N. right of way.
1900, the number of pure-41od and ward for any case of catarrh that can eaten the passov
Lot No. 5. A part of the Eastern one-half of Lot No. 4,
er with them and was
beginning at the Southwest corner of the
mixed blood Hawaii/MS hadldropped not be cured by Hall's Cptarrh Cure. speaking of one of them who should Eastern one-half of Lot No. 3 on North Clay street fronting
66
feet
on North Clay street and running
F. J. CHENEY dr Co., Toledu,O. betray Him when there was a strife back the same width between parallel lines
to 37,636.
260 feet to the L. & N. right of way.
We, the undersigned, have known among them which of them should be
Lot No. 6. The Eastern one half of Lot No. 6, fronting 99
Lucien C. Warner, an silithority, F. J.Che
feet on North Clay Street and running
ney for the last 15 years and accounted the greatest (Luke xxii, 21- back the same width with Jackson or Second
Stree
t
260
feet
to
the
L. & N. right of way.
24).
It
says, in the Outlook, that tt#I health telieve him perfectly honorable
seems an almost impossible
Lot No. 7. The Western one-half of Lot No. 6, fronting 99 feet
in thing
on North Clay street and running
for
believ
ers to get wholly rid of
of the natives is far from satisfactory. all business transactions, and finansome self seeking even in Christian back the same width with Second Street 260 feet to North Liberty Street.
Also certain lots of sub-division made by Eliza A. Stites of
The race seems to be dying out. cially able to carry out any obliga- work and to live to exalt the
lots Nos. 8, 9, 10 and ii in the division
Lord
tions made by his film.
of
lots
of Abraham Stites, as shown on plat recorded in Will Book "V"
alone, but if filled with the Spirit He
There are few large families, and
page 35 Christian County Clerk's
Waldin, Kinnan & Marvin,
will see to it, for He always glorifies office, and lots berein referred to are described as follows:
many of the children die in infancy.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo,0 Christ.
Lot No. 8. Being Lot No. 4 in Sub-division, fronting 41 feet
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interon North Campbell Street and runVitality has been lowered and tuberOur
Lord
said,
"Ye
know
ning
not
what
back
East 1264 feet more or less to a ten foot alley.
ye
nally, acting directly upon the blood
culosis is on the increase.
ond mucous surface of the system. ask" (verse 381. We are apt to be so
Lot No. 9. Being Lot No. 3 in Sub-division, fronting 42 feet
on East First Street and running
out of fellowship with Him that even back
Testi
mouia
ls
sent
free
same width 135 feet on West side and 145 feet on the East
the
On the oth-r hand, the uninber of
side to a ten foot alley.
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75e. per when we plead John xiv. 13, 14, we
Lot No. 10. Being Lots Nos. 6, 7 and 8 in said Sub-division, front
part Hawaiians is increaeipg, and hottle.
may be asking amiss, because He may
ing each 44 feet on North CampStree
bell
t and running back West 1264 feet more or less to a ten foot
'Fake
see
Hall'
in our hearts some desire for the
s Family Pills for conthe mixed bloods are a sturdy
alley.
ed;talon.
Lot No. 11. Being Lot No. 11 fronting 44 feet on North Camp
honor of self or church or denomination
bell Street and running back 1264
race. There are Caucasian awaiior our particular society rather than feet more or less to a ten foot alley.
ans and Chinese Hawaii& is, and
Lot No. 12. Being Lots Nos. 13 and 14 each fronting 43 feet
The heads of railroads centering in His glory only. His searching question,
on North Campbell Street and running
'Can
ye
drink
of
the
cup
back
1264
that
drink
I
feet to a ten foot alley.
they rear large families and ale Cincinnati have issued °Word for a
of and be baptized with the baptism
13 Also a lot in Sharp's addition to the City of Hopkinsville as
but little troubled by
shown in plat of record in proper office
disease. reduction of forces to the lowest pos- that I am baptized with?' we might
to which reference is made for a particular description of
same.
The .ncrease of the mixed bloods sible point without impairing the think would havaopened their eyes, but
Said lot fronts 198 feet on Broad Street and runs back the
same width 168 feet.
is best shown by the school service. A falling off in gross earn- they are blinded by their ambition and
14
Also a certain tract or parcel of land situated in Christian
thoughtlessly answer,"We can." They
County and described as follows:
statistics. In 1902 there w re 4903 ings is said to be the cause.
"Beginning at a small black oak, small hickory and white
did not receive what He had said about
oak, two black oaks and dogwoods as
His sufferings ,and therefore did not pointers; thence South 401 E. 32 poles to a stake on the line of the
full-blooded Hawei an childrim to a
Berry tract; thence with another of
understand what He meant by His cup its lines N. 71 W. 90 poles to three white oaks
and an ash in said line, corner to 24; thence with
population of 29,787. and 2809 part
a line of
and baptism. We do well to note how the Berry tract S. 62 E. 103 poles to the begin
Herbine
ning, and containing 551 acres more or less."
Hawaiian children to a pfipulation Will overcome
He
looked
upon
His
sufferings, speakindigestion and dys15 Also a certain lot or parcel of land situated in the Northeaste
rn part of Christian County, Kentucky,
of 7,848.
pepsia; regulate the bowels and cure ing of them all in this wise, "The cup being the balance of lot No. 30, which was
awarded to said Eliza A. Stites in the division of
which
My
Fathe
r
bath
given
Me"
her father's
estate as recorded in Will Book "V" at page 31 in Chris
The propotion of children
twice liver and kidney complaints. It is (John xviii, 11), and we are learning
tian County Clerk's office, which said Lot No. 30
a
the
best
blood
origi
enriches and invigor- good lesson when
was
nally supposed to contain 240 acres, less a tract of 99
as great amont the part HawSilan as
we learn to see God
acres previously sold off to one Thomas
ator in the world. It is purely veg- in everything,
Crick
and
,
a tract of
acres sold to Thomas Wynne; said tract of 240 acres
seeing people and ciram(ng those of pure blood.
is bounded as follows:
etable, perfectly harmless,and should cumstances through God, seeing
"Beginning at a hickory in Hardin's Military survey, in the
Jesus
corner of a fifty acre survey made for
Except on the grounds of senti- you be a sufferer
John Knight, corner to 29, allotted to Mrs. Eva Caldwell; thenc
from, you will use only (Mark ix, 8).
e with Knight's line and a line of the sale.
ment there is nothing to deplore in it if you are wise.
",
I find it necessary to emphasize that, two hundred acre survey, N. 140 poles to a post oak,
doubl
e
hicko
ry and double white oak; thence E. 57f
while
the
precio
us
R.
blood
N.
poles
Andr
of
Christ
ews, editor and manato a stake and pointers, said John Knight's corner in said
,
the situation. Rsees die 443e/tune
military line; thence with said line N. 90
_
ger Cocoa and Rockledge News, and that alone, can make us fit for poles to a stake at the intersection of said
lines
and
line
a
of
165
acre survey made for James Harkins:
Cocoa, Fla., writes: "I have used the presence of God, all that comes thence with Harkins' line S. 53 W., passing corne
to
said
r
two
to
hundr
us
after
ed acres at 20 poles, course continuOIL FOR THE BOIDY your Herbine in my
we are saved is necessary lo
ed with Harkin's line and a line of the 2,000 acre survey, in all
family, and find lit us for our plass in His kingd
61
poles to four fallen black oaks and
om
and
it a most excellent medicine. Its for our reign
with Him. The Chris- pointers, said Harkins' corner, and also corner to said 2,000 acres; thence with a line of said
You can't lose an atom effect
2,000 acres
s upon myself have been a tian life would be more easy and
rest- and said Harkins' N. 2 E. 208 poles to a white oak in a line of a 400 acre survey made in the
name of
without feeling it. The body marked benefit. I recommend it un- ful than many seem to find
it if they Isaac Butler; thence with Butler's line S. 87 W. 54 poles to a hickory in said line,
and
corne
r
to
150
acre
would only believe Eph. ii, 10, and let survey, made in the name of James Harkins; thence with the
is like an engine, a Ivatch, hesitatingly." 50. Sold by Ray & God
line of 150 acre survey S. 43 E. 47 poles to
daily guide them in the good two black oaks; thence S. 52 W.52 poles
Fowler.
to a black oak: thence S. 7 W. 33 poles to two black
a machine; must be keOt in
works He has prepared for them, say- S. 38 W. 51 poles
oaks; theece
to two black oaks; thence N. 33 W. 40 poles to a black oak;
thenc
ing
conce
e
rning
S.
88
all
W.
that
30 poles to
comes
,
"This
is
good order to run ilight. The Alabama Republican
a stake in a line of said 2,000 acre survey; thence S. 11 E. 186 poles to
a stake in a line of a 150 acre surs in con- prepared for me."
vey, made for Z. Lacy ;thence with said line N. 7 E. 35 poles to a red oak
That's the reason SOott's vention yesterday at Birmingham He emptied Himself and humbled ner,
and post oak, said Lacy's corand also corner to the said 2,000 acres; thence S. 15 E., passing a white
Himself unto the death of the cross
oak, corner to the aforesaid
Emulsion is so successf0 in ejected delegates to the Chicago con- for
us, wherefore God also bath highly 200 acre survey, made in the name of J. W. Campbell, at about '2 poles, course
all wasting diseases. It keds, vention and indorsed Roosevelt for exalted Him (Phil. 11, 7-9). Humility and Lacy's line, in all 92 poles to a white oak, black oak and hickory, saidcontinued with Campbell's
Lacy's beginning corner;
Is true greatness. Therefore be humble thence S. 314 W. 72 poles to a white oak stump and two dogw
ood pointers, Lacy's corner;
nourishes and streng4lens president and Senator Fairbanks, of If
thence S. 100
you
would
be
great; be faithful if poles to a hickory, corner a fifty acre survey made for Robert
Indiana, for vice president.
Lewis, also corner to No. 29; thence with
you would be rewarded. "God resist- Lewis's line N. 80
when ordinary food Won't.
E. 60 Poles to a black oak and chestnut oak on a high hill,
eth the proud and giveth grace to the so
said Lewis's corner, and alcorne
r
to
No.
29;
thence with a line of said lot about N. 72, E. 50 poles to
Doctors say Scott's Emulhumble" (I Pet. v, 5, 6). "Hereby
Made Young Again.
the
beginning and containperceive we the love of God because ing 240 acres."
sion is the best nourishikient "One of Dr. King's New Life Pills He
laid down His life for us, and we
Said property is.sold for division.
each
for two weeks has put me
ought to lay down our lives for the
for those who are not aslwell in mynight
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with
'teens' again," writes D. H. breth
approved surety or sureties, bearing
ren" (I John Iii, 16). We cannot
as they should be—young or Turner of Dempseytown,Pa. They're ranso
legal
inter
est from the day of sale until paid and having the force and
m any by even laying down our
effect of a replevin bond. Bidders-.4.
the best in the world for liver, stom- lives—He has provided the
old.
only and will be prepared to comply promptly with these te rms.
ach and bowels. Purely vegetable. all sufficient ransom-but we can be
Never gripe. Only 25c at L. L. El- willing to minister the good news to
We'll send you a sample free apes request.
10"
others even at the cost of laying down
MASTER
SCOTT & BOWNE,409 Pearl Street, Nee York
gin's and Cook dr Higgins.
our lives in doing so.
COMMISSIONER.
OFFICE:—New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.

'text of the Lesson, Mark A.
35-45.
Memory Verses, 4. -415-Gold
en

SENT FREE
to housekeepers

Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef

Cook Book

OZMANLIS
ORIENTAL

SEXUAL
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PILLS

ommissioncrs Sale.

Democratic Ticket.

Monday,June 6,1904,
Between the hours of 11 A. M. and 2 P. M.,

is

DOUGLAS BELL,

-Aeigiktia+

•-ft

\*4., MANTLE OF BISHOP
,
DUDLEY FALLS ON
DR.JOHN G. MURRAY.
Baltimore Divine Eletted on Second Ballot.
--Dr. Mason and Dr. Lloyd Were
Voted For,

adopted. The committee will be
named later.

der of the last council were adopted.
After hearing reports and appointing committees the council adjourned at noon until 2:30 o'clock this
afternoon.

TO ATTACK BY
LAND AND SEA

Manner of Election.

The manner of electing a bishop is
prescribed by the rules of the church
and it takes several weeks to finally
elect.
At the election in the council the
clerical and lay delegates vote apart.
The two bodies have an equal number of votes and the successful can-

Combined Assault on Port Arthur
is Plan.
ned.--Japanese Cruiser Destro
yed and
aix Persons Were Killed.--Late
War News.

The finance committee reported
the finances of the council in good
condition, with all outstanding obligations paid and a balance of $1,182.47
The Election.
in
Immediately upon the reassembling
the treasury.
DIOCESAN FINANCES IN of the Episcopal council
this after(Cablegram.)
didate must have a majority of both.
The Russians admit that the
COOD CONDITION.
noon,Dr.J. G. Minnigerode placed in
Missionary Meeting.
railCHE
FOW
16.—
May
E
,
The
Japa
nBut the matter does not end here.
road to Port Arthur cut off.
nomination Rev.Dr. Arthur S. Lloyd, Last night in Grace church an inese are preparing for a combined
teresting missionary meeting was When the council agrees on a candiof New York, general secretary
of
land
ana sea attack on Port Arthur.
held. Three excellent addresses were date, the matter is then referred to
the board of missions. A numb
er of
LONDON. May 16.—The Japanese
the various standing committees of
epeechts in favor of the candidates made. Archdeacon Benton spoke on
TOKIO, May 16.—The Japanese army continues to advance slowly in
were made and balloting was begun the need of chapels at missionary the dioeeees, which number about crais
er Myako was blown up Satur- Southern Manchuria. Meanwhile
stations. Mr. W. A. Robinson, seventy or eighty.
at 2 o'clock.
day while removing mines from the Russians appear to be falling
If the standing committees entreasurer of the band of diocesan
The
first
ballo
t showed that twenTo Honor the Memory of the
Kird Bay. Six persons were killed. back upon Harbin, there to await
dorse the action of the council then
ty-one votes of the laity had been mission, discussed how money can
the arrival of more troops, whic
Prelate With 15100,h are
e
the choice of the clerical and lay delCast, number necessary to election be raised for church extension in the
NEW CHWANG,May 16.—Heavy now being rusiled from
Russia,
000 Episcopate Fund.
diocese, and Mr. R. A. Robinson, of egates must receive the indorsement
fourteen.
fighting took place yesterday at where the second
Eighteen votes of the
rese
rve
is
being
of the church bishops, who number
Sergy were cast% number necessary Louisville, spoke of the layman in
Laiyang.
mobilized.
about eighty. If this indorsement is
to election, ten. The result of the in missionary work.
••••.: a
received, the candidate becomes
MEET I NLOUISVILL E first ballot was: Vote of the cler
gy—
bishop-elect. At a later date he will
Tonight's Program.
For Dr. Mason 7, for Dr. Murray 9,
Tonight at 8 o'clock, the Rt. Rev. be consecrated to his work as bishop
for Dr. Lloyd 2. Vote of the laity:
For Dr. Mason 4. for Dr. Murray 17. Dr. C. M. Beck with, bishop of Ala- of the diocese of Kentucky. Thus it
From Tuesdays Daily.
will been seen that it will require
The result of the second ballot bama, will deliver an address, his
ON THE SECOND BALLOT
showed that Dr. Murray was elected subject being "Church Training as no little time to elect'a successor to
THIS AFTERNOON, THE REV.
bishop, the vote being as follows: Seen in the Book of Common Bishop Dudley, even if the council
DR. JOHN G. MURRAY,OF BALPrayer." This promises to be a rare of the Kentucky diocese reac
hes an
Vote of the clergy: For Dr. Murray,
treat. Bishop Beckwith will remain earl
TIMORE, WAS ELECTED BISHy agreement.
11, for Dr. Mason 6, for Dr. Lloyd 2. over and preach
and admOister conOP OF THE DIOCESE OF KENThe
delegates to the council conVote of the laity: For Dr. Mason
4, firmation tomorrow night.
TUCKY.
sist of the rector of each parish and
In addition to our stock of millinery we have
fin Dr. Murray 17.
thre
e
of
the
laity
. The clerical deletDr. Mason arose and in a brief
Sunday Sermons.
just opened and placed on the shelves a complete
The seoond day's session of the
gate
each
s
have
one
vote
whil
e
the
si:wech heartily thanked all who had
(Fr
om
Monday's Daily)
Seventy-sixth annual council of the
line of Ladies Hosiery, Net Underwear and Cor
lay delegates each have one-third of
supported him and moved that the
The service Sunday morning was
Kentucky Diocese of the Episcopal
election of Dr. Murray be made conchcted by the Rev. J. G. Minni- a vote.
sets These goods are the latest styles and de.
4.1•111•
church met this morning in Grace
uhanimous. The motion carried.
gerode, 1). D., rector of Calvary
signs and we feel sure we can please you. This
church at 9:30 and after devotional
The following committee was ap- church, Louisville, who was assis
ted
services weut Into business session
is a line that ladies cal. buy at our store assured
pointed by the chair to notify Dr. by Archdeacon Benton,of Louisville
,
at 10:10, the meeting being called to
Murry of his election as bishop: and the Rev. George C. Abbitt,
of privacy and having only lady clerks to wait
recorder by the president, Rev. Dr. J. 1
Rev. Dr. John
K. Mason, tor of Grace church. The litany was
on them. Call and sea this stock.
G. Minnigerode. The minutes of yesRi3v. Dr. C. E. Craik and Rev. Dr.
impr
essi
vely
read
and holy communJ.
terday's session were read and seveGir Minnigerode and Messrs. A. L. ion was celebrated. The serm
on by
ral correciions ordered to be made.
Terry, W. A. Robinson and H. W. the Rev. C. P. Rodefer, the pries
t in
A number of motions were made on
Etarrett.
charge of the missions at Russellville
various subjects, but the election of
and Guthrie, was a worthy eulogy
a bishop having been set for 10:80
Deputies Elected.
of Bishop Dndley. His text was
and that time having arrived, the orA
large
part of the second session Isaiah 3:10—"Say ye to the righ
•
teous
der of the day was called for and the
of thecouncil was consumed in the that it shall
be
well
with him." He
election was taken up.
election of deputies to the triennial described the
great churchman as a
general convention which will meet man and Christia
n so rare and adResponsibility Impressed. in Boston next October
The Bishop's Chair.
and resulted mirable that one was confronted
as
foll
ows: Clerical deputies—Rev. with an embarrassment
Before entering into this matter
of riches in
...
The bishop's chair in the chancel
)00
4
resident Minnigerode made a Dr. John K. Mason, Rev. Dr. J. G. particularizing his finest
qualities.
of
Grace church hes been beautifully
let but earnest address calling at- Minnigerode, Rev.Dr.Reverdy Estill He placed oratory a chief
among the
cove
red with vines and white flowers
'tent
ion to the importance of the elec- and Rev. Dr. C. E. Craik, all of Lou- bishop's magnificent gifts.
t
,
He told
and draped in purple and in the cention and the responsibility of the isville.
Supplemental deputies— of his ripe echolarahip, his splendid
ter is Bishop Dudley's monogram in
members ot the council whose duty Rey. L. W. Rose, of Henderson; administration of the
flora
l letters. This was the chair alaffairs of the
ways
it was to name Bishop Dudley's suc- Rev. George C. Abbitt, of Hopkins- diocese, his exceptional
occupied by Bishop Dudley
ability as a
when visiting the church.
cessor. After this a prayer was of- vine; Rev. W. K. Marshall, of presiding officer, his
uncommon comfered that the council should receive Owinasboro, and Rev. L. E. Johnson, mon sense, and of his
tact and diploPicnic Postponed.
divine guidance in the selection of a of Louisville. Lay deputies—W.
A. macy.
proper man for the office of bishop.
Robinson and A. E. Richards, of
The eistihg arra nzed by the Sink
President Minnigerode then an- Loikisville; R. W. Covington, of
A
Cre
at
Man
.
ing Fork Picnic lissoc-ititioh for
I
tonounced that it would require four- Boseling Green, and James E. Ran- "He was," said Mr. Rodef
er,
moi row has been postponed indef
lteen votes of the laity and ten of the kin, of Henderson. Supplemental "strong, pure, true, lovely and
grand
nioly on ace() dit of the ii.cleieen
t
clergy in order to elect a bishop.
deputies—C. F. Johnson, R. A. Rob- in his Christian manhood."
We
inscin, A. L. Terry and C. H. Pettit,
Sunday afternoon there was a large
of Louisville. Breckinridge Castle- children's service at the church,
Nominations Made.
and
man
was
able
addr
re-el
esse
ected
s
were delivered by the
treasurer of the
Nominations then being declared
dioci
ese,
and
Rev.
Dr.
the
Minn
stan
iger
ding
ode and Rev. Dr.
committees
For Infants and Children.
to be in order, Rev. Dr. Chas. E.
were
re-el
John
ected
K.
.
Maso
n,
recto
r
of St. An(Jraik, of Louisville presented the
drew's church, Louisville. Rev.
name of Rev. Dr. John G. Murray,
T.
Bears the
Bishop's Salary.
0. Brown, colored, of Louisville,
rector of St. Michaels and All Angels
Signature of
The salary of the bishop of Ken- preached at
the colored Episcopal
church of Baltimore, Md. His
1.
tuchiy was fixed at $4,000 a year. The chapel.
At
eight o'clock Sunday
speech in offering tha name of Rev.
eleclion of a bishop to succeed the night ther
e
was
evening prayer, and
Mr. Murray was very eulogistic.
late ;Rt. Rev. Thomas Underwood the Rev.
L.
W.
Rose
, of Henderson,
When Rev. Mr. Craik had concludDudley was made the order of busi- prea
Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotton
ched
a
fine
serm
on on missions.
ed, Rev. George C. Abbitt, paw or of
and Provisions.
cess for 10:30 o'clock this morning.
tirace church of this city placed in
Private Wires.
A resolution was adopted by a
Officers Elected.
nomination, Rev. Dr. John K. MaInd
isp
ens
Main St. TeleHphon
abl
e
to
mod
odeatw
e 244
standing vote thanking the rector of
Holy communion was celebrated
Cori ,
D I)ondent for Cella Co.
son, rector of St. Andrew's church of
Corn. Co
ern
life
,
the ELGIN
• St. Louis.
Grace church, the vestry, members this morning at seven o'clo
ck. The
Louisville. Mr. Abbitt spoke only a
Watch is ever in inand 1 citizeus of Hopkinsville for council was called to
order at ten
few minutes but Was earnest and
kindnesses and courtesies extended o'clock, following morning
creasing demand, and
prayer,
forceful in presenting the claims of
to thi3
by Archdeacon Benton. By unan, visiting delegates.
the balance of busi'6-is candidate.
It Ivas decided to hold the next imous vote, Rev. Dr.
J. 0. Minnigeness goes to the store
Follow lug him Mr. William A. Romeet ng of the council in Christ rode, of Louisville
,
was
elect
ed presbinson, of Louisville, arose and in a
that carries a full line
ChurOh Cathedral, Louisville, on ident of the
counc
il.
Resurrect it and put it ineo
Arch
deac
on
lengthy address seconded the Domiof Elgin ‘Vatches.
May 14, 1905.
Benton arid the Rev. George C.
a live, safe, profitable in-0 '
Abnation of Rev. Mr. Murray. Mr. Robitt, rector of Grace church of
do.
vestment.
this
•
biuson; presented the qualifications
0
Memorial Plan.
city, were placed in nominati
on for
• With the SOUTHERN MUT
Hardwick
of Mr. Murray minutely and told of
:
Breckinridge Castleman addressed secretar
y, and the former was elect•
UAL INVESTMENT CO., Of0
a trip made by himself and two other the cOuncll
1
Is
urging that action be ta- ed, the vote being
• Lexingto
19 to 17. The archn, Ky; 10 years in•i
gentlemen to Baltimore for the pur- keA
Selling
looking to a worthy memorial to deacon deel
ined to accept the office
successful operation; con-0
pose of hearing Dr. Murray preach the late
•
Bishop Dudley. He suggest- and Mr. J. J.
Ag
en
t
Fo
r
Saun
ders, former asand investigave his qualifications and ed thet
• trolled by the State law;
it should be an Episcopate sistant secretar
Elg
in
y,
was
unanimously
$100,000.00 deposited with'
of the satisfactory result of their endo
sement fund of $100,000, a move- elected. Mr. Saun
ders
Nat
ional
appointed
the State Treasurer.
visit. When he had concluded Mr. ment
, he said, which was near the Archdeaeon
•
Bent
on
as
assis
As little as $2.25 a month or
tant secWatch Company
Illienter Wood, Sr., seconded the
•
411
great prelate's heart, and which, had retary.
as
much
as you please may:
nomination of Rev. Dr. Mason in a
•
he lived, would have been inaugurat4•00
be
inve
sted.
few well chosen remarks. When Mr. ed at
It is made from the choicest
•
the celebration of the thirtieth
Aud
can
Mr.
sav
e
Rod
you
efe
Ask
r
•
whea
mome
t grown in the best .w neat
Tha
•
all
nked.
about it.
Wood had taken his seat, the time
anniversary of the bishop's consecrasect
ions
of the world. We use
A
resol
ution
0
was passed cordially
ney. All Watches are
for adjournment having arrived, a tion.
this so as to make a flour
The fund is now $24,900. Mr. thanking
Rev. C. P. Rodefer,of Rusmotion to this effect was made but
guaranteed.
Castleman's motion that a committee sellv
2
FIT FOR. A KING
ille, for his sermon of Sunday
stre
nuou
was
sly objected ko by a to conei
st of three clergymen and eulogizi
ng Bishop Dudley, and six
and our American queens.
number of delegates who wished a thre
We
e laymen be appointed to con- hund
know that it is "ALWAY
red copies were ordered printed.
S
ba4o
t to tke Aakch before adjourn-. sider the
z
GOOD" and we want you to
Special Agent,
matter of a suitable memo- Five hundred
know it.One sack used in your
will be distributed in
meat. Finally a motion to adjourn rial and
Hop
home will convince you quickreport at the next meeting 9ae stat
kin
svi
lle
,
19r.
e 4114 kb others presented to
er than anything. Tell your
Ilr"
. mita 1;80 o'clock was carried.
Of the, council, was unanimously
ile bishop's widow. The rules of or•
grocer to rend it.
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SCALP HUMOURS

"mmow.

PEOPLE AND THINGS

Itching, Scaly and Crusted
With Loss of Hair
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TUGGLE•

JURY INAS FOR HIM

TALKS FEELINGLY.—A well!ish the salivary glands do not
act,
known young man 3f Hopkinsville II the gastric fluids are not freely
secreLESLIE AUBREY
who has been married about a year I ted, and the best of foods will
not be
says: "Never vow that there is any- digested. Many perfectly harmless
COES FREE
thing on earth that you just will not dishes are severely condemned
for
do. I made a vpw in my early days no other reason than they were
eaten
that I would never milk a cow, but perfunctorily and without relish and Moot Court at Opera House
am forced to break that solemn reso- due insalivation.
Friday Night Was a
lution twice every day."
Hunger makes the plainest foods
Great Success.
enjoyable. It causes vigorous secreA FISH TALE.—Yesterday the tion and outpouring of all
the digesporter at McKee's grocery opened a tive fluids—the sources
of ptyalin,
barrel of fish which were packed on pepsin, trypsin, etc., withou
(From Saturday's Daily)
t a plenice, and lying right at the top was a tiful supply of which
"WE, THE JURY, FIND THE
no foods can be
Warm shampoos with Cutictira Soap large Buffalo which was alive.
DEFEN
DANT NOT GUILTY.
The! perfected.
and light dressings of Cuticura, the
"JULIA
ARNOLD, FOREMAN."
great skin cure, at once stop falling fish was placed in a tub of water and 3 Wait for an appetite, says the DieThat was the verdict of the "twelve
hair, remove crusts, scales and dan- placed on the sidewalk where it at- tetic and Hygienic Magazine, if it
druff, soothe irritated, itching eurfaces, tracted much attention yesterday. takes a week.
Fasting is one of the good girls and true" who held in
destroy hair parasites, stimulate the The barrel of fish was shipped from
saving graces. It has a spiritual their fair hands the fate of Leslie Auhair follicles, loosen the scalp skin,
during the after- significance only throug
brey Tuggle, charged with malicious
supply the roots with energy and nour- Union City, Ky.,
h its great
ishment, and make the hair grow upon noon of Thursday, reaching this city physical and physiological import- mischief. Among the feminine contingent of the large and cultivated
a, sweet, healthy scalp when all else at 11 o'clock that night over the Illi- ance. If breakfast
is a bore or lunch
fails.
nois Central. The barrel remained in a matter of indiffe
audience attending the trial the verrence cut one or
Millions of the world's best people
the express office the rest of the! both of them out.
popular one, theugh the
Wait for distinct dict was a
use Cuticura Soap, assisted by Cuticurs Ointment, the great skin cure, for night and was opened about seven 1 and unmistakable hunger, and then sterner sex left the opera house deprecating the queer quality in wopreserving, purifying and beantifying o'clock yesterday morning, making eat slowly. If you do this you
need
the skin, for cleansing the edalp of a total of about eighteen hours the k ask few
questions as to the proprie- men that prevents their sympathizcrusts, scales and dandruff, and the stop- fish was out of water.
ty and digestibility of what you eat, ing with heart-crushed and jilted
ping of falling hair, for softening,
sisters.
and it need not be predigested!
whitening and soothing red, rough and
WHER
E
HE
HIM.
SAW
-"I
besore hands, for baby rashes, itchings
Mr. Tuggle nobly made a martyr
and chafings, for annoying irritations lieve I have seen you somewhere beTASK FOR SPELLERS. — The of himself in the good cause for who told in
and inflammations, or too free or offena mast interesting way
sive perspiration, for ulcerative weak- fore," said Thomas J. Drewry, of best spellers, the
which the trial was arranged. He
best
educate
d
peohow
the defendant had won their afnesses, and many antiseptic purposes Louisville, as be approa
ched and ple, the most
which readily suggest themselves to
scholarly persons, will created a most excellent impression fections and then cruelly jilted them.
women, as well as for all the purposes grasped the hand of Hunter Wood, find
it difficult to write the following by his manly bearing and modest de- The prosecution
of the toilet, bath and nursery.
then rested.
of Hopkinsville.
Complete treatment for every husentence from dictation, and spell meanor and in the witness box quite
The defense first placed Mr. Tuggle U. S.
Army Recruiting Ina"Yes," replied Mr. Wood seemingmour, consisting of Cuticura Soap, to
covered himself with glory by his
every
word
of
it
correct
ly.
Whenev
on the stand. He asserted that he ,
cleanse the skin, Cuticura Ointment, to ly in
tion Is Opened Here.
dead earnest; "the last time
heal the skin, and Cuticura Resolvent
er you desire to call down some "know clever and convincing testimony. It was a victim of a plot;
Misses
that
Pills, to cool and cleanse the blood, may saw you you were in the Western
all," this sentence will floor him: will be a matter of general regret to Herndon and
now be had for one dollar. A single set
McKee had relentless- ,i A recruiting station for the United
Asylum
for
the
Insane
down
at
HopIs often sufficient to cure the most
"It is disagreeable to witness the un- the citizens of this community to ly pursued him althoug
h he had giv• i States army has been opened at the
torturing, disfiguring, itching, burning kinsville."
busines
accepte
s
has
a
d
that
learn
he
paralle
led
embarassment of a haand scaly humours, eczemas, rashes
en them no encouragement, and that office of Dr. R. F. McDaniel and is
Mr. Drewry smiled and said nothand irritations, from infancy to age,
rassed peddler guaging the symme- offer from Selma, Alabama and will he did not know Miss
Jones and had the charge of Sergeant C. W.Beatty,
when all else fails.
ing as he had tried to "start some- try of a peeled pear."
remove from Hopkinsville in a few
g
S5oes=i
le
u vot
e,.11
mew
.
4f
never hear the name of Jones before. of Nashville, Tenn., who will be in
irs.
low
es
i
s
llosttosS
thing." He was at the asylum as a
gentle
man
of
young
weeks.
a
He
is
Sow Se. Nimbi
irdietorin the city for some time. Already
Moo
its.6 Rao So lo Pox;
Cetualma
TIME IS UP.—The regular quad- sterling worth and will be greatly Other witnesses for the defense were
member of the legislative committee
Are- Finer Drag Ches. Deep., Solo
arilsed 021"Row to Caro Ivory lisasaar.
Capt. Clifton Long, Trigg Hunter,: there have been a number of applirennial weighing of the United States
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
social circles.
missed
in
mail on the railroad lines in the secMiss Hasbeen (impersonated by Ben cations for enlistment by young
The trial last night was a thorough
ond contract section ended at midWinfree),"Chicken," a negro serv- Hopkinsville and Christian county
WHEELER'S CONTRIBUTION.
night Tuesday by direction of the success despite the unlucky coinciant (Guy Starling) and Miss Mary men. Applicants must be between
—Post Wheeler, of the New York second assistant postmas
ter general dent of its being on Friday and the
Jessie Brownell. The testimony of the ages of 21 and 35, unmarried, of
Press, who has made many friends This work has been in progress since
13th. Fortunately nobody connected
the defense substantiated what Mr. good antecedents and habits and free
during his visits to Hopkinsville, is February 17, a period of eighty-four
ease was superstitious.
the
with
of bodity defects and disease.
Tuggle had told.
endeavoring to introduce a new ex- days.
There was abundant fun for nearly
HICHLY ESTEEMED LADY pression
The case was argued by Mr. MeaLanded Fish.
into the language. It is
three hours, and all who appeared in
cham
and
Judge
Fowler for the dePASSES AWAY.
"quite-a." As,
the trial acquitted themselves with fense
Col. Bill Bamberger is hobbling
and
Mr.
Underw
ood and Com"Quite a fall of snow this morning."
great credit. Judge Joe McCarroll, monwea
about
the streets, using a cane and
lth's Attorney Felaud for the
"Yes, quite-a"
with
his
hand badly bruised as a represide
eharwith
special
judge,
d
as
prosecution, after which it went to
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
Had Been III For Two Weeks
salt
of
falling
off a cliff while out
acteristic dignity and Deputy Sheriff
R. J. Cooper's, Admr.
the jury, and after brief deliberation :fishing a few days
CASTLES IN THE AIR—"Castles
ago. He was sitof a Complication of
Against
T. J. Tate, Circuit Clerk Claud Clark the verdict of
Equity.
honogko
not guilty was return. ti
en
d aafiln
oew trboluutffand
fishing
i nt h e
itee
in the Air" is the title of the delight- R. M. Hester, et al.
h.
Diseases.
and Policeman Jack Boyd faithfully ed.
exciteBy Virtue of a Judgment and Orful creation of Gov. Bob Taylor's
der dot Sale of the Christian Circuit performed their respective functions.
The entertainment was given to ment of landing him he lost his balfancy which kHopkinsville people
ance and fell several feet. He was
reprodu
ction
Court, rendered at the February The stage was a perfect
raise money for the Methodist parwill hear at the opera house on the term
partially stunned but held to the fish}
thereof, 1904, in the above of a bar of justice, and the curtain
!
sonage
fund
(From Saturday's Daily
and
the
commit
tee
in
and
finally got biin out.
night of the 30th inst. This lecture cause, I shall proceed to offer
for ascended on lawyers, witnesses and charge, Mrs. Ira L Smith, Miss LeMrs. Kate Jesup Tandy, thie E.-- is entirely new,
and is in Bob Tay- sale, at the Courthouse door in HopCharles Lee Dead.
the complainants, who stood as the lia Mille and Mrs. Will D. Cooper,!
loved wife of Capt. David R. 'handy, lor's inimita
ble style. While abound- kinsville, Ky., to the highest and
deserve
unstint
ed praise for their ex- I
best bidder, at Public Auction, on judge and officers of the court endied this morning at her home on ing in humor, side-spl
Chas. M. Lee, a colored barber of
cellent management.
itting anecMonday the 6th day of June 1904, be- tered. Deputy Sheriff Tate called
East Seventh street. This anndunce- dotes and the entire
this city, died this morning of congamut of songs tween the hours
of 11 a. m., and 2 p. his oyes in stentorian tones and the
ment will :.,ome as a shock to 'many from the
Foley's
Kidney
Cure
makes
the gumption, aged thirty-two years.
crooning lullaby to the rol- m.,(being County Court day,) upon
clerk read the minutes in usual form. kidneys and bladder right. Contains.
of her friends as it was not widely licking
Interment will take place tomorrow,
welodp of corn hushing song, a credit of six months the following
When the case of the commonwealth nothing injurious,
known that her Ulnae@ was critical.
described property, to wit:
the services being conducted by the
She had been confined to her bed the lecture is prevaded by the sanest
A certain tract or parcel of land in vs. Leslie Aubry Tuggle was called
For biliousness, headache, dyspepsia ;I colored lodge of Odd Fellows of
for two weeks with a complica- philosophy of life, and while it Christi
an County, Kentucky, con- both sides announced ready. Comtake Dr.Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup, which he was a member.
tion of diseases. The end came this pleases the listener immensely as he taining
one hundred acres more or monwealth's Attorney John Feland
morning about 11:30 o'clock. Mrs. hears it, there is also something re- less and
bounded as follows:
and Mr. T. C. Underwood representTandy was about fifty years of age
"Beginning at a stone in the Dover
membered to make life happier.
prosecution and Judge W. T.
and was a denghter of the late James
road opposite Garner's residence; the
Jesup, a foremost citizen of HopFowler
and Mr. C. M. Meacham the
thence N. 88 W. 23 poles to a stone
kinsville. Besides her husband sevBEST SELLING BOOKS —The and and
pointers J. S. Ragsdale's defense. The defendant was brought
yen children, four 80118 and three six best selling books in
New York corner; thence with his line N. 14W. into court by Officer Boyd amid
daughters, survive her. Her eldest
this week were taken in the follow- 64 poles to a stake, another corner to rounds of applause.
daughter, who resides in Ft. Smith,
Ragsdale's; thence N 88W.98 poles
to a stake and pointers in the Trigg The following jury was impanneled:
Ark., and her second daughter,; Miss ing order:
"The Memoi:s of a Baby," Joseph County line; thence with said line Miss Julia Arnold,foreman; Mrs.
Susie Tandy, who is in Missiasippi
N. to E.69 poles to &stake and pointwill arrive here Sunday. Mrs.; Roy me Daskam.
ers new corner to timber; thence Manning Brown;Misses Katie Quick,
Threckald, formerly Miss Lucy
"Sir Mortimer," Mary Johnston. with new line S. 88 E. 76 poles to a Bessie Russell, Annie McPherson,
Tandy, is expected tonight from
stake and pointers, new corner;
"The Deliverance," Ellen Glasgow. thence with new
line N.6 W.70 poles Willie Rust, Minnie Armestead,
Salem. Mr. Everett Tandy", of
to
a
stake
in
the
"Cap'n
En,"
original N. line;
Joseph
Lincoln
.
Shelbyville, Tenn , arrived sOortly
thence with said line S. 88 E.70 poles Lalla Dennis, Susie Cox, Nell Donbefore her death, and her eldest; son, "In the Bishop's Carriage," Miri- to a stake in the edge of
a pond, new aldson, Edith Boulware and Mary
Mr. Harry G. Tandy will come to- am Michelson.
When buying your trunk for that trip ills sumcorner; thence with new line S. 6 E. Graham Starling.
worrow from Frankfort Her second
"The Wings of the Morning," Lou- 157 poles to a stake and pointers in
mer it will be your loss if you fail to see what WO
Commonwealth Attorney Feland
son, Mr. T. G. Tandy resides liere.
the Dover road; thence with said
is Tracy.
have in Trunks.
Mr. Jesup Tandy who is in the reguroad S. 60 W.39 poles to the begin- stated the case for the prosecution
lar army cannot be here. She leaves
ning; it being the same tract of land and read the indictment which
TRY THIS.—To develop the brain lying in the S. W. portion of Christwo sisters, Mrs. W. S. Davidson arid
We Are Adding to our stoat of
charged the said Tuggle with unMrs. J. D. Morris, and albrother Mr. give it exercise. Here is something tian County near Lafayette, Ky.,
lawfully, wilfully, maliciously, and
James Jesup. Mrs. Tandy was a that will
serve to agitate the cells of and deeded to kefendants by the
member of the Christian church.
said R. J. Cooper, deceased, by deed with a fixed purpose of his own, enthe brain tissue and improve the
Funeral services have not been arof record in the Christian County deavoring by soft speech, the recital
EVERY DAY
mental power. It is later and better Clerk's Office in
ranged.
Deed Book No, 81 of poetry, and the singing of songs
than "How Old Is Ann?" It looks at page 84."
and by other arts and devices unBaptist Circle Meeting.
Or sufficient thereof to produce the
simple; try it:
known to the grand jury, to deceive,
"If a brick weighs seven pounds and sums of money ordered to be made, injure and pain Joy Herndon, Jean
amounting $766.41. For the purchase McKee
Program of seventh circle meeting a half a brick,
, and Mary Jones, and "other
how much does a
price, the purchaser must execute
at Concord church, Saturday May brick
good female citizens of Christian
and a half weigh?"
bond with approved surety or sure28 at 10 o'clock. Everybody lured
county
whose names are to this grand
That is the brick problem. If you ties, bearing legal interest from the
to come, and bring dinner.
think you can solve it send your so- day of sale until paid and having the jury unknown," by trifling with their
1. The Outlook for Missions ia bilution, workek in your own way, to force and effect of a Beplevin Bond. affections, well knowing at the time
Ninth Street, Near Main.
ns, Dr. B. F. Eager.
:
Bidders will be prepared to comply that said citizens before mentioned
the
New
Era
and
it
will
be printed. promptly with
2. Encouragements from the Flields
these terms.
were young and tender, unsophistiof Missions, Rev. Fred Whittenbitak- It is not a gold brick, just a common
DOUGLAS BELL,
cated in worldly ways, and easily
brick, and you may try algebra or
er.
Master Commissioner.
suscept
ible to the charms and
3. The Work of the Holy Spirit in any other method.
All Cemetery Worli
Drug Store Robbed.
machinations of the accused Leslie
Missions, Rev. P. A. Thomas. !
at Lowest Prices.
Aubrey Tuggle. "Against the peace
WHEN TO EAT.—A prolific cause
4. The Personal Obligation of Bach
11"
The drug store of Mr. Jas. 0. Cook and dignity
of the commonwealth of
member to Give to Missions, FlIank I of chronic indigestion is eating from was entered last night
and about $10 Kentucky and all good citizens resiI habit, and simply because it is meal in money was
Wilkins.
taken from the cash dent therein."
5. Love and Obedience,B. F. Hjycle. , time and others are eating. To eat register. The thief gained
Until further notice I can
entrance
The defense waived formal arraign.
be found at F A Yost & Co.. South Main Street
a. Thirty minutes given to ciiiles_: when not hungry is to eat without by forcing a rear window and
made men t.
relish,
and
food
taken
tion box just after noon.
without relish his escape without leaving any
clue.
The commonwealth introduced
worse
is
wasted.
than
Without rel- Nothing else was taken.
D. A. McCord, Pres,
Misses Herndon, McKee and
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lin Underwear and also a line
of Net Underwear which we
will be glad to have you
and examine.
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For All ‘4.
At Prices That
Are Right.
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Calmage
Sermon
By Rev.
Frank De Witt Talmage,D.D.
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ne rts of those who before had no hope did not stand forth in the midst of
them and say: "Oh, men, the tornado
of ?icing saved from a watery grave?
I
will cease, and the billows of the sea
what Makes Men Heroes.
I
shall
lie down, and the sun will again
Ii the storms and trials of life how
often have courage and fortitude been break forth from behind the clouds.
inspired by the example of some man and, in gala day attire, we shall sail
strong in faith and undaunted in his into the harbor of our destination."
He did not prophesy a pleasant voyage
con firlence in God! Men will
believe 1 with all friends gathered on the shore
in Christ's power to save when they
se a wan whose reliance on him keeps I to greet them as they disembarked.
theu calm in the presence of death. He did not say, "We shall only be de\Alien Hugh Latimer, the dying mar- tained a few days and then hurrah
tyr turned to the trembling Ridley, for the pleasures of life in the city!"
whn was being tied to the stake at the Oh, no; that was not Paul's way. He
saroe time that he was being tied, and told the truth. He said: "Men, we
"Be of good comfort, Master Rid- shall be saved; but, like Job, we shall
ley and play the man; we shall this only escape as by the skin of our
day light such a candle by God's grace teeth. We must become waterlogged.
in Englaud as I trust shall never be We must beach our craft and it will
kindlings.
put out," at once Nicholas Ridley be- be beaten and gnashed into
and perall
cargo
lose
our
must
Cattle a man. His nerves ceased their We
rescued
be
shall
We
baggage.
sonal
quilvering, and be was able to die as a
the
when
all."
is
Then,
that
but
alive,
Christian hero. When the frightened
of
fulfillment
the
literal
saw
sailors
patriot Herault de Sechelles ascended
in
faith
of
their
Paul,
prophecy
the
the scaffold, over which hung the glitGod
leader's
in
their
leader
and
their
tertng guillotine, and saw the surging
continued, but increased day
French mob below him, he was as pale not only
as death. His knees trembled and his by day.
Trial and Adversity.
teeth chattered. But when he turned
that in urging men to come
believe
I
and looked at the intrepid Denton by
make a mistake when we
we
Christ
to
hisside, who scornfully said to the exedo not frankly state the hardships and
cutioner, "Man, wait a moment; let
difficulties of the Christian life. There
the people have a good look and see are, as every experienced Christian
ho* a brave man can die," Herault de knows, sacrifices that must be made,
Beehelles became as brave as Danton
privations that must be endured, strugwas brave. "I well remember mygles that must be fought. It is better
self," wrote an old soldier, "as a frightthat we acknowledge the fact, as
ened boy trembling in the ranks at
Christ did when men came to him ofGettysburg. With fear I saw the Confering themselves as his disciples. If
federate troops being massed for Pickwe fail to tell them that they must exett's famous charge. All that I could
pect trial and perhaps adversity in foldo was to restrain myself from drop-, lowing Christ they will consider that
ping my gun and running to the rear. they have been deceived and will be
But suddenly every cowardly feeling disappointed and discouraged when
in My heart was stilled when I heard they encounter trouble. As Paul told
a great shout and saw the most mag- these men that they would have to batnificent man I ever looked at calmly tle with the waves and be in danger of
riding down the lines. Calmly and death on that rocky coast before they
'clearly he spoke as he said: 'Steady,
reached safety, so we should tell men
men, steady! We must hold these that the way to heavenly joys is often
lines. Steady, steady!' When I saw hard and toilsome. Paul demanded of
Winfield S. Hancock thus ride along, those passengers and sailors of the
utterly oblivious to all personal dan- Alexandrian corn ship the same sacriger, my heart became that of a hero. fices for their physical salvation which
1 became like unto him who at that Hernando Cortes demanded of his folmoment was my great exemplar."
lowers for the conquest of Mexico.
yes, yes. We all know what the During one of his marches the Spanpower of a personal example means in ish soldiers became disaffected. Cortes
life. We know that when men are assembled his men in line. "Men, some
brave about us they make us bravo. of you are grumbling," he said subWe know that when men are true they stantially. "Some of you want to know
mnlie us true. We know that when what rewards I have to offer you at
men are noble examples of Christian this time. This is my answer." Then,
faith they inspire us with like Chris- drawing a line upon the ground with
tian faith. So when Paul, amid the the edge of his sword, he pointed with
shriekings and groaniugs and heav- his steel toward the great east and
ings and bombardments of the Medi- said, "On that side of this line are ease
terranean whirlwind, calmly and de- and comfort, home and friends and a
liberately stepped forth and said, life of ease in fair Spain." Then,
"Men. I exhort you to be of good pointing to the great west, he said:
cheier, for there shall be no loss of "Yonder are sickness and privation
any man's life, but of the ship," then and hunger and cold and death. But
the sailors and passengers stopped and yonder is the beautiful capital of the
said to themselves: "Why, that is Monterumas. Which shall be yours?
strinige talk. We cannot understand Choose ye this day as ye will. Choose
It, but Paul must br.ve had a super- ye as brave Castilians."
naiural vision, or else he could not
Christ today, like Paul. like Hernanhtere spoken thus. You speak so posi- do Cortes, promises his followers not
tively, 0 preacher, that we believe you. peace, but struggle and privation; not
Wbat a God yours must be to inspire ease and comfort, but storm and sufsuOb confidence! Would that we had fering and trials and misery. But in
yottr faith and your religion." Men the end, like Paul, Christ assures you
and women of the Christian life, are of salvation. Aye, more than Paul ofyour aetions and words living witness- fered to the shipwrecked sailors and
es pf your faith in the saving grace of passengers of the Alexandrian corn
Joins Christ?
ship, Christ offers to you spiritual re-

Los Angeles, Cal., May 15.—A timely
gospel for the great multitude who
cross the ocean at this season or who
journey' on any waters, whether for
pleasure or business, is today the
theme of the preacher. The text is
Acts xxvii, 36, "Then they were all of
good cheer."
Have you ever followed the sea? In
these days of multiplied facilities for
ocean travel, when mammoth liners,
equipped like floating palaces, carry
tens and hundreds of thousands of
passengers to and fro across the seas,
,sessith a sense of security added to the
maximein of comfort, we little think
of the discomforts attendant upon the
ocean voyages of half a century ago.
But, though the conditions of sea travel
have so vastly improved in recent
years that a journey across the Atlantic or up the Mediterranean is no
longer an undertaking to be dreaded.
there are still many traditions of the
sea which time has not materially
changed. If you have traveled much
upon the ocean, you must know that
there are superstitious sailors who dislike to carry ministers, or, as they call
them,"sky pilots," in their ships. Ever
since the recreant Jonah was the cause
of a Mediterranean cyclone, because
he would persist in going to Tarshish
when God told him to go to Nineveh,
there have been sailors who believe the
presence of a minister upon their ship
means head winds and storms and disasters and misfortunes. This prejudice
against carrying a minister, like the
prejudice against carrying a corpse or
the starting of a voyage on a Friday,
has been gradually getting less and
less as sailors have become better
educated. Only a few months ago a
great liner set out from our shores for
the Holy Land carrying among her
passengers several hundred ministers
of the gospel. But in olden times the
sailors would look with very distrustPal eyes upon any man in clerical garb
who might cross their gangplank. The
mutterings in the forecastle were loud
and deep if two or more missionaries
happened to be enrolled at the same
time on the ship's passenger list.
Rev. Dr. James McGregor Alexander, the honored missionary of India,
told me that when be and his wife and
five other missionaries in 1865 set sail
for India the sailors were in almost
open mutiny at the idea of carrying
such a dangerous cargo of human
freight, but when they arrived in Calcutta, after a long four months' voyo N.ge of unprecedented clear weather,
those sailors were so surprised that instead of considering their ministerial
passenger's "kanahs" they looked upon
them as "fair weather" angels. So
completely had their opinion changed
Nothing Mean About Him.
I
that they told their captain, who knew
they
that
foreboding,
former
of their
Why are the crew and the passenwished the missionaries were going ger of this Alexandrian corn ship hapback with the' on their return voyage. py lof heart? Because Paul kept holding up before them the mistakes of
Paul In the Storm.
Superstition, however, is not easily their past life in older that they might
eradicated. This prejudice against the more easily be led to follow in his
ministerial passengers has survived way. Paul was not a mere taunter, a
for centuries. Yet in the scene of my sneerer, a ridiculer, a tantalizer. He
text we have an instance of Its being wile not one of those mean, contemptiovercome. Here is Paul, a landsman, ble fellows who always stand around
a prisoner and a missionary, so win- when anything goes wrong and say,
ning the confidence of the crew that "I 'told you so." He was not one of
they heed his warnings and follow his thoee miserable comforters of Job who
suggestions. It was, too, in a crisis are about as healing to the bleeding
when nautical skill was needed that heart as a poultice of cayenne pepper
they listened to him. There was a or Stinging nettles would be to a manstorm raging of unusual violence. The glen arm caught in a press. But Paul
dreaded hurricane they called eurociy- wall like a good physician who comes
don was lashing the Mediterranean in- to an overworked man and says: "My
to fury. There was darkness even at friend, I told you if you did not hold
midday; all reckoning lost, all hope up you would have a nervous breakgiven up. Then the 275 persons on doWn. Now this breakdowe has come.
board turned to this little Jewish mis- Therefore I want you now to trust me
sionary for guidance and encourage- and do what I tell you to do, and then
ment. They had begun the voyage we!will make you well." Paul in the
against his advice. They might be seine gentle way as the good physiprejudiced against him as a preacher cian stands before those helpless voyand a prisoner, but they listened to apers and says: "Friends, I told you
him when be addressed them, bidding not to loose from Crete. I told you
them be of good cheer. "And when he thq if we tried to make Rome during
had thus spoken he took bread and this winter equinoctial you would regave thanks to God in presence of gret it. But now that this harm has
them all, and when he had broken it coolie to you I want you to obey my
he began to eat. Then were they all commands, and I promise, by the God
of good cheer, and they also took some whom I represent, that there shall be
no :loss of any man's life, but of the
meat"
Why were the crew and the pas- ship."
Cat and Mouse.
sengers of this Alexandrian corn ship
a
is
It
characteristic to
contemptible
happy of heart? First, because faith
and
keep telling
a
faalts
te4
man
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always begets faith, and confidence
his misery,
in
glory
them,
to
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confidence, and good cheer good
tease and
might
even
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a
cat
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"there
that
felt
The belief which Paul
yet not
and
mouse
tantalize
a
little
life,
man's
but
any
of
loss
no
be
should
of the ship," was, by his personal ex- kill it. It is a contemptible thing for
ample, instilled into the hearts and a Man to come around when your litminds of those by whom he was sur- tle: child lies cold in death and say:
rounded. We know that cowardice is "Well, So-and-so, I am sorry your baby
Infectious. We know that when a is dead, but I knew she would die. I
ship is sinking at sea there is liable knew it when you called in Dr. Bigto be such a rush for the boats that a dose as your physician. He always
panic may ensue. Then the captain, kills more patients than he ever cures.
knowing well that only by order and I told you so. I told you so. If you
equanimity is there hope for the safety had only followed my advice, your
of any, will draw his pistol, and, with baby would be alive today." Can he
determined mien, declare that he will bring the child back to life again? It
shoot the first man who disobeys (pr- is a mean, contemptible act in a man
iers in forcing his way into the life- to come to you, after a financial disboats. We know that when a regiment aster, and say, "Well, Jones, you were
s resisting the charge of an enemy the caught, were you? Just as I expected.
colonel will take hts positioa, in the Alla! you would not take my advice,"
rear of the line rand shoot down when, in fact, the man never gave you
any cowardly soldier who would turn any advice or offered any sensible plan
and flee. If one soldier were allowed by which you could get out of your
to run to the rear, the whole regiment, threatened danger. But, though it is
like a herd of terror stricken cattle, a mean and a contemptible act to ridimight be stampeded with fear. It culS the misfortunes of others for the
°wadies be istsatkats, why ma7 sot Joy you have in seeing other people
Rat sefiler It s Justifiable to plead with
101?. lo e litPirte Th/
aceept your advice in their
to
able
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demption for time and for eternity.
Men and women, are you ready to face
suffering and sacrifiee in the name of
Jesus Christ? Are you willing to believe him and trust in him, even in
crises when your life seems a hopeless
shipwreck?
"Courage, Christian

Brother."

But why should not the passengers
and crew of the Alexandrian corn ship
be of good cheer? Did not the prophetic
words of Paul literally come true?
When the mighty ship struck the beach
what happened? Paul turned to the
braveny armed men about him and said,
"Leap into the surf and swim for your
lives." And these stout limbed men
flung themselves into the seething waters and swam on until at last their
feet touched the shore and they made
ready to rescue their struggling friends.
Some of the women, being in all probability strapped to spars, were lifted
by the heaving billows and swept upon
the rocks, where they were rescued.
Some of the men may have come
ashore clinging to boards and broken
gunwales. At times it seemed as
though they must be washed off, but
somehow they are at last all landed.
So in the end of time and in the beginning of eternity all Christians shall
be safely brought to the heavenly
shores, through stress and storm and
peril, it may be, but still safe. Yes, we
will be there. We shall all be there.
Courage, Christian brother. Fear not
the perils of the passage. "Though the
waters thereof roar and be troubled,
though the mountains shake with the
swelling thereof,"the promise of Christ,
like the words of Paul, shall come
gloriously true.
Slacken no sail, brother,
At inlet or island;
Straight by the compass steer,
Straight for the highland.
Fear not the darkness,
Dread not the night.
God's word is thy compass,
Christ is thy light.
Crowd all thy canvas on,
Out through the foam.
It soon will be morning
And heaven be thy home.
[Copyright, 1904, by Louis Klopsch.)
Last of Queen

Mary'. Prisons.

There is now standing only one
stronghold in England in which Mary,
queen of Scots, was imprisoned, and
that is Bolton castle. It was built by
the Lord Scrope who was lord chancellor in 1379. It was at Bolton castle
that the Duke of Norfolk, then head of
the Roman Catholic party, as is now
the present Duke of Norfolk, made the
peoposal of marriage to Mary by which
Ye hoped not only to serve the faith,
put to make himself king. Instead of
bringing him to the throne it brought
him to the scaffol&

former advice would have saved them
from getting into the trouble.
In order to erect ft mansion it is
often necessary to tear down and clear
away the wails of an old family homestead. But no wan has a right to tear
down or destroy anything unless he
can erect a better in its place. The
most mischievous of all social reformers is the destructive iconoclast who
has nothing to offer us in the place of
the institutions be would tear down.
We know our social system is imperfect, but we would not have it mended
by an anarchist, who, like the leaders
of the French revolution of 1793, would
commence by demolishing the good
and the evil together. It is easy
enough to be a censorious critic. It is
not so easy a matter to furnish a better for that which you deride. I remember many years ago, as an imaginative boy, I read that strange, weird,
horrible story called "Caesar's Column." In fascination I followed its
author step by step as he deftly tore
the beautiful patterns of modern society into shreds. In horror I read on
Is he denounced the social status, not
as the generation of a Noah was destroyed by this old earth as a waterlogged craft, shipping tidal wave after
tidal wave, but as a huge column of
piled up corpses. But as the years
have passed by and boyish imagination has given place to sober thought
the flames and the smoke arising from
the funeral pyre of Caesar's column,
embellished with dead bodies, have
grown less and less. The great airships which circled about in the heavens as great flocks of destroying birds
have collapsed. Why? Because I see
as a man that, though Ignatius Donnelly might advocate the destruction
of society by finding fault with it, yet
with his brain he could not construct
for us a better Utopia. Lake Paul,
never ridicule a man, never probe for
his faults, unlees at the same time you
can show him how to correct those
faults. Never refer to a man's malady
or deformity unless you can tell him of
a doctor who can apply a remedy for it.
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The Hind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the signatnre of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good"are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infanta and Children—Experience against Experim.ent»./

What is CASTORIA
leastoris is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pars.
gorie, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. 111
icontains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotiit
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm
i and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleeps
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

CENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
?Mt MINITAUR GOMM''', Ti NOMA"STOUT, ere roma CM.

Religion That Helps.

Why were the crew and the passengers of the Alexandrian corn ship of
good cheer? Because Paul was a man
of Christian common sense as well as
of supernatural visions. He knew that
the only religion that could really help
a man must be a religion that could
help him in the present life as well as
sy.re Ldicationa of srine form (f' storeacii
fit him for a life beyond the grave. It
biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
trouble,
was not only the promise of safety in
overtake yor.. Don't risk it, anr_l_ a-crove all,
next
the future that he gave those people,
don'ttake ealomelor quinine—both are dangerous
but the sound common sense counsel
of preparation, by keeping up their
strength fbr insuring that safety.
"What are you driving at anyway?"
h2.3-1-.....11 their virtues—none of their
says some one. "Is Paul a mere hydeadly effects. HERBINE taken
gienic lecturer?" He is more than
regularly will forestvil headaches,put
that, but he does not think it beneath
the digestive organs in perfect condihis dignity, after seeing the vision of
tion, head of'i 1)illousnes3. headaches,
God, to tell the crew and the passenliver ills, keep yea in good heuith.
gers of the Alexandrian corn ship to
IT
look after their physical necessities.
j.iI nr-trolif
5 lo i.
He does not think it irreligious to gather the men and the women of the
doomed ship together and say: "Men,
Sold by Ray al Fowler
you are going to be saved, but God
will never do his part unless we are
ready to do ours. Now, tomorrow we
are going to all get safely to land, but
there is to be a big drain upon our
physical resources. Some of us are
Effective April 13th1
TIME CARD.
now completely fagged out We have
SOUTH.
NORTH.
not had a good meal for nearly two
9 60 am No 61 St Louis Express
6.18 r m
weeks. Let the cooks go and prepare No 62 St Louis Express
Mail
Fast
Fast
9:47
No
Louis
m
p
St
Louis
63
a in
St
54
Mail....6:40
No
:he most nourishing dinner they can;
No 91 Chicago and New
92 Chicago and New
No
then let us by turns gather in the cab.40 a m
Orleans Limited
Orleans Limited
11•68 p in
fna old and young alike, and eat a No 66 Hopkinsville Accom. 8:46 p m No 56 Hopkinsville Accom .6:00 am
good, hearty repast. We need faith
Nos'62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
for the soul; we also need meat for the . No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Ertu
body. Some people think the most and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 53 and 65 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
dramatic episode of Paul's life was
when he stood upon Mars hill and ar- cinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 63 and 56 also connect
gued with the Greek philosophers; oth- for Meinphis an i way points
No. 92 ruus through tc Chicago and will not carry passengers to point&
ers when he pleaded for his life before
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
Agrippa. I think the most impressiveNo. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
ly dramatic incident was when be was aid Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New 0 leans. Connects at
standing upon the rocking, heaving Guthrie for points east and West,
deck of a vessel whose hull was gradJ. '2 HOOE, Agt.
ually filling with water and telling the
passengers and the crew to eat And
look after their bodies, as God would
surely save them on the morrow.
Care of the Body.
WHITE'S CREAM
It is surprising how little some people care for the body in times of sickness. I heard my mother say some
lost in Quantity. — Begt in Quality.
gg.".
years ago: "I was just, down to see
Elder Nicholls. He was morbid and
C,Mar/ 131C ../t•T-aX4 TOPL1174:21rt:31rXIBrildi.
depressed. I said to him, 'What have
Prepared by---ouglk
JAMES F. BALLARD, St. Louis.
you eaten today', Mr. Nieholls?"0b,'
he answered, 'I have taken nothing but
Sold by Ray Ca Fowler.
a little tea and a cracker. I cannot
eat.'
I said, 'this will not do!
You must eat or you will never get
strong!' So I went and cooked him an
egg and made him some good toast
and procured for him a little fruit, and
John B. Trice, Casnier
J. F. Garuett. Pres.
before I left be was as bright and
cheerful as a man could be. It does
seem to me that half of our lack of
faith in God comes from physical depletion and not from spiritual weakness." Yes, my mother was right.
Capital, - $50,000.00.
The same law that applied to Elder
Nicholls of the Brooklyn tabernacle
applied to the passengers and crew of
the i±lediterranean corn ship. When
they saw Paul's faith they believed.
When they had eaten and cared for the
body they began to be of good cheer.
My brother, when you do God's work,
do not think it beneath your spiritual
Deposits.
dignity to obey God's physical laws.
Paul praying, a mighty example for us
Acts as
to look after the spiritual bodies; Paul
Loans.
Trustee,
eating food, a mighty example for us
Agent,
to care for our physical bodies.
Admr.,
Why were the crew and passengers
LIBERAL
of the Alexandrian corn ship of good
Executor 6to
TREATMENT
cheer? Paul had not deceived them
Investments
as to the manner of their coming
CONSERVATIVE
Made.
rescue. He had bluntly yet clearly told
them what would happen, and, as
POLICY,
Wills written
and cared for.
events were turning out just as he had
described, they were not in the least
astonished when the ship came within
Office Corner 8th and Main Sta,
sight of land and they knew that she
was doomed. Though the vessel might
Modern.
Private.
ere tto, b
Beanie for Any Valuables.
elos
they
that their own lives
Call and see them.,
were
feltsaved.
Just read very carefully, If you will,
the atheoust of this prophecy. Paul
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Nature Lends
Every one I knows

that Royal Baking
Powder is ksolutely pure. Hence the
housewife uses it with implicit confidence
and without question, and she is justified
in so doing.
how few realize that Royal Bakin
Powder m itsi chief ingredient is a direct proc.uct of the healthful and delicious grlpe! This
constituent of the grape crystallized and ground
to an impalpaPe powder, is the cream of tartar which forins the active principle of every
pound of Royal Baking Powder.
Fruit properties are indispensable to the
healthfulness of the body, and those of the
grape as used in the "Royal" are the most
valuable and healthful of all.
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VERY IMPORTANT

To save your eyes. Better
than
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DEFEATS CLARKSVILLE
SO ME PROGRESS SHOWN
BY SCORE OF 7 TO 2.
IN KENTUCKY.
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Work That Delighted the
Wheat Improves In Sections
Fans.—Cairo Loses Her
But Corn 18:‘Coming161
First Came.
Up Slowly.

But

STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
played won lost pet
Cairo
6
5
833
1
Henderson
7
4
3
533
Paducah
6
3
3
500
Vincennes
6
3
3
500
Hopkinsville
6
2
4
333
Clarksville
6
2
26
6

Growing crops made fairly goo
d
progress during the first part
of the
week, though the nights were rath
er I
cool. Light to moderate sho
wers 1
were general on the 13th s.nd wer
e
very beneficial, but there followed
a
decided drop in temperature that
checked the growth of plants. Lig
k From Thursday's Daily.)
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PRACTICAL OPTICIAN.
lities on
Yesterday's game at the park was
the
15th
, but it is thought that no seOf Atlanta, Ca.,from Scotland.
one to fill the heart of baseball lovers
I am in your city with the largest asso
riou
s
dam
age
will result. The weathrtment of Finest Approvwith delight, and the cup of joy of
ed Spectacles. I am prepared to
suit any age---far- sighted, near
er
and
the
cond
itio
n
of the soil were
the fans of Hopkinsville was filled
sighted, cataract and especially
weak eyes. All eyes weakened
from
meas
favo
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rabl
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othe
e
to
r
dise
far
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m
will
wor
be fitted with proper glasses
k, which is
so full that it is still running over.
by
calling ou DR M BUCANNEN, All
spectacles furnished by me are
After playing one of the fastest and now, considering the backwardness
warranted to give entire satisfaction.
There are a great many eyes
injured by using inferior glasses and
it gives them a nervous pain
and most interesting games to be of the season, well advanced.
that produces neuralgia in the eye,
Reading or sewing by the use
of my spectacles will
Wheat continues to improve; in a not affect the eye,and the use of them
imagined the locals won out by the
is warranted to relieve any
pain or neuralgia that
prod
is
uced
from the eye caused by using Infer
ior glasses. Cross-eyes stra
score of 7 to 2, their victory being good many localities in the western using glasses.
ightened by
Any of your faintly physicians will
endorse
ROYAL! BAKING POWDER CO., NEW
due to heavy batting at opportune section very nearly an average yield to see me will please notify me and I will call at their resithem. Those who are not able
YORK.
dence without extra charge,
Let me try your eyes, whether you need
glasses or not.
times. The run getting was started will be made.
Corn is coming up slowly. Some
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in the first inning when Mullen, the
of the early planted failed to germifirst man up, got a beautiful safe
nate and cut worms are destroying
drive off the first ball pitched. He the young plan
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In commenting on Gov. Taylor's
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secration to his work as
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adjourned Tuesday night after Bishby degrees of oratorical flight,
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of Hopkinsville.
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op Beckwith's lecture to meet May
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Dr. Murray is rector of St.
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He is forty-seven to second when Welch was hit by
and apt quotations serene and sentiHemp is doing well, except that in
May 30.
bishop of Alabama delivered ian ad- years old, and is a man of
handsome the pitcher. Both runners were ad- some localities cut worms are dam mental, ex-Gov. Bob Taylor, of Tendress on "The Church's Method of and commanding presence
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JAMES J. HARNED '
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DR. M. BUCANNEN,

Hence it is that Royal Baking Powder
produces food superlative both in flavor
and wholesomeness.

At Hill House Annex

EXCELLENT ADDRESS 111 BISHOP
OF ALABAMA CLOSES THE COUNCIL.

CASTLES IN THE AIR
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FOR
COMMENCEMENT
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From Wednesday's Daily.

For the Following
Well Known
Remedies:
International

Mrs. M. C. Forbes and Miss Mar
y
Wilson. her guest from Hender
son,
have returned from Nashville,
where
they attended the Baptist con
vention.

Mrs. F. R. Dryer will return
tonight from a visit to her daug
hter,
Mrs. Fred Gilbert, in Lanark, Ill.

Mrs 0. L. Quillian is visiting
relatives in NAshville.

Miss Bertie liadden is quite
ill at
her home on South Virginia
street.
Mrs. W.T. Fowler and son atte
nded the oratorical contest
at Pembroke last night.

Also Special Agts.

Mr. Clifton Long.has retu
rned from
Pembroke.

for

Bliss Native Herbs

OVER BY
DENTO.

Miss Margie Amos, of
Cobb, is the
gLest of Miss Rowena
Wall.
Mr. Hart Caldwell and
Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Williams,
of Clarksville, and their guest, Mis
s
of New York, drove over Holmes,
to witness the ball game. yesterday

Mrs. H. P. Salter and little
daughter, of Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.,
are visiting Mrs. Evans and Mrs.
Smith on
East Seventh street.

COOPER
& a.

RED FRONT GROCERY.

Only two weeks now until the schools cl
Don't wait until the last week to get yoose.
ur
daughter ready for commencement. Our
stock is replete withpretty new things
indispensable to the girls at com=
mencement time. SLIPPERS OF
ELEGANT NEWNESS. Profit=
ting by former experience we
bought a line of patent kid
slippers in a wide range
of styles specially suited
to commencement
costumes. Either in
plain or beaded
trimmed, medium or French
heels and a
half dozen
kinds to
pick
from
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